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Abstract
For every formal power series B of closed two-forms on a manifold Q and every value of an
ordering parameter kA½0; 1 we construct a concrete star product%Bk on the cotangent bundle
TnQ: The star product%Bk is associated to the symplectic form on T
nQ given by the sum of
the canonical symplectic form o and the pull back of B to TnQ: Deligne’s characteristic class
of%Bk is calculated and shown to coincide with the formal de Rham cohomology class of p
nB
divided by il: Therefore, every star product on TnQ corresponding to the canonical Poisson
bracket is equivalent to some%Bk : It turns out that every%
B
k is strongly closed. In this paper,
we also construct and classify explicitly formal representations of the deformed algebra as well
as operator representations given by a certain global symbol calculus for pseudodifferential
operators on Q: Moreover, we show that the latter operator representations induce the formal
representations by a certain Taylor expansion. We thereby obtain a compact formula for the
WKB expansion.
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0. Introduction
In recent years, the theory of deformation quantization has gained more and more
interest, not only because it provides a successful approach to the quantization
problem (see e.g. the work of Bayen et al. [2], Fedosov [12] and Kontsevich [17]) but
also because there are fascinating connections to analysis which culminate in a
deformation theoretical proof of the Atiyah–Singer–Index Theorem (cf. [12,18,19]).
The main object in the theory of deformation quantization is a formal deformation,
the so-called star product %; of the commutative algebra of all smooth complex-
valued functions CNðMÞ on a given Poisson manifold ðM; f; gÞ; such that in ﬁrst
order of the deformation parameter l the %-commutator equals a multiple of the
Poisson bracket. More precisely,% comprises a C1lU-bilinear associative product
% : CNðMÞ1lU CNðMÞ1lU-CNðMÞ1lU;
ðf ; gÞ/f%g ¼ fg þ
XN
k¼1
Ckðf ; gÞlk; ð0:1Þ
where the Ck : C
NðMÞ  CNðMÞ-CNðMÞ are assumed to be bidifferential
operators which satisfy C1ðf ; gÞ 
 C1ðg; f Þ ¼ iff ; gg and Ckð1; gÞ ¼ Ckðf ; 1Þ ¼ 0:
Although the existence and classiﬁcation of star products on M up to equivalence
is by now fairly well understood, there seem to be not many results dealing with the
problem of how to deﬁne and construct some kind of operator representations for
%: There are at least two principal choices. The ﬁrst, more algebraic point of view is
to stay within the category of modules over the ring C1lU and regard
representations as C1lU-linear morphisms of the algebra ðCNðMÞ1lU;%Þ to the
algebra of endomorphisms of some C1lU-module. The second, more analytic
approach consists in linearly mapping CNðMÞ to operators on a suitable function
space such that the representation identity is satisﬁed ‘asymptotically’, a notion
which depends on the topologies involved and which we shall make more precise
further down.
The latter, analytic notion of representation has already been described in the
work of Fedosov, where a certain subspace of CNðMÞ1lU is mapped to the space of
trace-class operators on a complex Hilbert space (see e.g. [12, Chapter 7] for details).
Fedosov also provides an existence proof for his asymptotic operator representations
which requires a certain integrality condition for the symplectic form involved.
Bordemann and Waldmann have set up a formal representation theory for
deformation quantization (see [8] and Appendix A for a short outline). There, a
C1lU-analog of the GNS construction for Cn-algebras is introduced using C1lU-
linear formally positive functionals CNðMÞ1lU-C1lU which are shown to occur
in a number of examples relevant to quantum theory.
The representation problem becomes more interesting in the class of cotangent
bundles p : TnQ-Q equipped with the canonical two-form o: Here, the space
CNðTnQÞ1lU is directly related to the space of symbols of pseudodifferential
operators over the base manifold Q; and calls for a comparison of formal
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representations and concrete pseudodifferential operator realizations of star product
algebras on TnQ: To this end, Pﬂaum [20,21] has deﬁned a family %k of star
products on TnQ parameterized by a so-called ordering parameter kA½0; 1: This
approach is based on a global symbol calculus using the Levi–Civita connection r of
a ﬁxed Riemannian metric on Q: The resulting star product %0; also called the
standard star product associated tor; arises as a particularly simple generalization of
quantization by standard ordering for polynomial symbols on R2n (cf. [13,
Eq. (50.1)]). The products %0 and %1=2 have also been obtained by Bordemann
et al. [4,5]. The starting point is an arbitrary torsion-free connection r on Q from
which %0 is deﬁned by means of a natural Fedosov–Weyl algebra construction.
Moreover, %1=2 has been obtained from %0 by an explicit equivalence
transformation N1=2 which depends on a ﬁxed volume density m on Q: Additionally,
formal GNS representations on the space CNðQÞ1lU have been constructed. In
Section 2, we will brieﬂy recall the basic deﬁnitions and some necessary precise
statements of the above results.
In the present article, we study again star products over cotangent bundles TnQ;
but now equipped with a more general symplectic form of the form oB ¼ oþ pnB;
where B is a (formal) closed two-form on the base manifold Q: Thus we deal with a
space of two-forms oB inducing all of the second de Rham cohomology groups of
TnQ and which includes the Hamiltonian mechanics inside a magnetic ﬁeld described
by B (see e.g. [13, Chapter 3]). Hereby, the integral of B over any closed two-
dimensional surface in Q can be interpreted as the magnetic monopole charge inside
that surface.
Our ﬁrst main objective is to give a concrete coordinate-free construction of star
products on TnQ corresponding to the above symplectic forms, and to classify their
equivalence classes.
Secondly, we are interested in an explicit construction of representations of the
deformed algebras. Due to the possible non-exactness of B we can no longer expect
to represent them as formal or (pseudo-) differential operators on CNðQÞ1lU resp.
CNðQÞ; but rather on the space of all smooth sections GNðLÞ of a complex line
bundle L over Q: Let us explain this in more detail. A formal representation of
ðCNðTnQÞ1lU;%Þ on the line bundle L then is a C1lU-linear algebra
homomorphism
R: CNðTnQÞ1lU-EndðGNðLÞÞ1lU; f/
XN
k¼0
lkRkðf Þ; fACNðTnQÞ;
where the Rkðf Þ are differential operators on GNðLÞ: Under an operator
representation we understand a C-linear assignment of a pseudodifferential
operator Op_ðaÞ on GNðLÞ for every _ARþ :¼ frAR j r40g and every symbol
aASNðQÞCCNðTnQÞ such that for two symbols a; bASNðQÞ the asymptotic
expansion
Op_ðaÞ Op_ðbÞBOp_ðabÞ þ
XN
k¼1
_kOp_ðCkða; bÞÞ
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holds. This means (cf. [16]) that there exists a decreasing sequence mj-
N such
that Op_ðaÞ Op_ðbÞ 
 ðOp_ðabÞ þ
Pj
k¼1 _
kOp_ðCkða; bÞÞÞ is a pseudodifferential
operator of order mj for all jAN: We now call the formal representation R induced by
the operator representation Op_; if for every mAN
Op_ðaÞ 

Xm
k¼0
_kRkðaÞ ¼ _mþ1Rm_ ;
where Rm_ is a pseudodifferential operator which depends continuously on _ in
the weak operator topology. We will denote this situation by Op_ðaÞ ¼PN
k¼0 _
kRkðaÞmod _N and can then interpret RðaÞ as a kind of Taylor expansion
for Op_ðaÞ: Note that this deﬁnition differs from the one given by Fedosov: the
pseudodifferential operators we expect from quantum mechanics such as Schro¨-
dinger operators will be in general unbounded and not of trace-class.
We have obtained the following main results. Section 3 contains the heart of all
later constructions. It consists in a quantization or in other words formal abelian
deformation of the commutative group of all fiber translating diffeomorphisms. These
are diffeomorphisms of TnQ of the form zx/zx þ A0ðxÞ; where A0AGNðTnQÞ is a
one-form on Q and zxATnx Q: The outcome will be an isomorphism A interpolating
between different standard ordered (or more generally k-ordered) star product
algebras whose corresponding afﬁne connections differ by the one-form A0:
After ﬁxing a torsion-free afﬁne connection r and a volume density m on Q we
provide in Section 4 for every value of the ordering parameter kA½0; 1 and for every
formal power series of closed two-forms B ¼ B0 þ
PN
k¼1 Bkl
k a star product %Bk
corresponding to the above formal symplectic form oB ¼ oþ pnB: We call it the k-
ordered star product associated to r; m and B: Hereby we ﬁrst create the star product
%k out of the standard star product on T
nQ by means of a global equivalence
transformation Nk: Then we use the above-mentioned quantized ﬁber translations
along local potentials of B to deﬁne local star products corresponding to oB: It turns
out that there are no obstructions to glue these local star products together, so we
obtain a global deformation%Bk having the desired properties. Moreover, applying
the results of Bertelson et al. [3], Deligne [10], Fedosov [12], Gutt and Rawnsley [14]
and Weinstein and Xu [24] on the isomorphy classes of formal deformations over
symplectic manifolds, we show that every star product on ðTnQ;oþ pnB0Þ is
equivalent to some%Bk the Deligne class of which is given by the de Rham class of
pnB divided by il: Another nice property of the products %Bk is that they are
strongly closed, i.e. that the integral over the Liouville form provides a formal trace
for the algebra CNðMÞ1lU:
In the following, we construct formal representations for the star products %Bk
explicitly. For exact B ¼ dA this can be done easily by means of the global quantized
ﬁber translating map along A (Section 5). Moreover, we arrive at a compact
closed formula for the WKB expansion, and show afterwards in Section 6 that%B0
can be canonically represented on the space of half-densities where the ‘magnetic
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ﬁeld’ B is now a certain multiple of the trace of the curvature tensor. In Section 7,
we succeed in classifying the isomorphy classes of representations associated
to vector potentials of B by de Rham cohomology classes modulo integral
cohomology classes. The underlying one-forms induce additional terms in the
covariant derivative on the trivial complex line bundle over Q and thus may create
non-trivial holonomy. In particular, for vanishing B this gives a possible
interpretation of Aharonov–Bohm-like effects as known from physics in deforma-
tion quantization.
For non-exact B ¼ lB1 þ Oðl2Þ we can explicitly construct formal representations
of the deformed algebra on the space of all smooth sections of a complex line
bundle L over Q with Chern class ½ 1
2pB1 (Section 8). Hence, the two-form B
has to satisfy a certain integrality condition which is also known in geometric
quantization.
In the rest of our paper, we consider concrete pseudodifferential operator
representations in the above deﬁned sense. A considerable part of Section 10 is
concerned about a global pseudodifferential and symbol calculus on manifolds
which essentially goes back to the work of Widom [26,27] (cf. also [20,22]). We
introduce a somewhat more general symbol calculus than there and construct for
every aASNðQÞ and every value of the ordering parameter kA½0; 1 an operator
Op_;kðaÞ on GNðLÞ which can be interpreted as the k-ordered pseudodifferential
operator associated to a: As the main result of Section 10 we prove that the map
Op_;k comprises an operator representation for the star product %
B
k ; and that the
previously deﬁned formal representations are in fact induced by Op_;k:
Finally, the algebras CNðTnQÞ; EndC1lUðGNðLÞ1lUÞ and CNðLÞ all carry a
n-structure depending on the choice of the volume density m and the Hermitian
structure of L; which is given, respectively, by complex conjugation, formal adjoint,
and (formal) operator adjoint. By spectral theoretical reasons and reasons of
applicability in quantum mechanics, one is particularly interested in star products
and representations thereof which preserve the n-structures or in other words which
fulﬁll
%f %g ¼ g%f and Rð %fÞ ¼ Rðf Þn ð0:2Þ
for all f ; gACNðTnQÞ: Now, this is the essential property of a star product of Weyl
type as it is deﬁned precisely in Section 2. Throughout our paper, we have put much
attention to this particularly important case and proved that for the value k ¼ 1
2
of
the ordering parameter the star products%Bk and its representations have indeed the
property (0.2). Again thinking of Cn-algebras we also asked the question in Section
11, whether the representations R1=2 and Op_;1=2 are induced by a (formal) GNS
construction. Surprisingly, we succeeded not only to interpret the formal
representations of%B1=2 as particular GNS representations, where each transversal
section in GNðLÞ serves as a cyclic vector, but could also prove a kind of GNS
theorem for Op_;1=2:
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1. Preliminaries
In this section, which is more of a technical nature and for the convenience of the
reader, we set up the notation and introduce some differential geometric material
needed in the sequel.
By Q we will always understand a smooth n-dimensional manifold, the
conﬁguration space, and under p :TnQ-Q its cotangent bundle. The canonical
one-form on TnQ will be denoted by y; the induced symplectic form by o ¼ 
dy;
and the Liouville form by O ¼ 1
n!ð
1Þ½n=2on: The equation ixo ¼ 
y deﬁnes a unique
vector ﬁeld x on TnQ called the Liouville vector ﬁeld. We regard Q as naturally
embedded in TnQ as its zero section and often write i : Q+TnQ for that embedding.
Sometimes we will make use of local coordinates q1;y; qn on Q; the induced
canonical coordinates for TnQ will be denoted by q1;y; qn; p1;y; pn: If not stated
otherwise functions and tensor ﬁelds on Q are assumed to be complex valued.
In this article, m will always be a volume density on Q; i.e. a smooth positive
density mAGNðjVn jTnQÞ: The induced densities on TxQ and Tnx Q; xAQ are denoted
by mx resp. m
n
x: Moreover, r always means a torsion-free connection for Q: By E-Q
we denote a complex vector bundle over Q with Hermitian metric /; SE ; and byrE
a metric connection on E:
The volume density m and the afﬁne connection r determine a one-form
amAGNðTnQÞ by
rXm ¼ amðX Þm; XAGNðTQÞ: ð1:1Þ
Similarly, the divergence divmðX Þ of a smooth vector ﬁeld X with respect to m can be
deﬁned by the equation
LXm ¼ divmðXÞ m; ð1:2Þ
where LX is the Lie derivative with respect to X : One easily checks that
divmðXÞ ¼ amðX Þ þ trðZ/rZXÞ:
This equation suggests to extend the divergence divm to a differential operator div
E
m
on the space GNðWTQ#EÞ by setting
divEm ðX13?3Xk#eÞ ¼
Xk
l¼1
X13? #?
l
?3Xk#ðdivmðXlÞs þrEXl sÞ
þ
Xk
j;l¼1
jal
ðrXj XlÞ3X13? #?
l
? #?
j
?3Xk#e;
X1;y; XkAGNðTQÞ; eAGNðEÞ: ð1:3Þ
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Hereby #?
l
means to leave out the lth term. For our purposes essential property of
divEm is stated in the following lemma.
Lemma 1.1. Let X be a smooth real vector field on Q. Then for any Hermitian vector
bundle E-Q with metric connection rE the (formal) adjoint of rEX with respect to the
scalar product /e; fSE;m ¼
R
Q
/e; fSEm; where e; fAGNcptðEÞ; is given by
ðrEX Þne ¼ 
rEX e 
 divmðXÞe ¼ 
divEm ðX#eÞ: ð1:4Þ
Proof. By Stokes’ Theorem we have
0 ¼
Z
Q
LX ð/e; fSEmÞ ¼
Z
Q
ð/rEX e; fSE þ/e;rEX fSE þ/e; fSEdivmðX ÞÞm;
hence the claim follows. &
A second differential operator on GNðWTQ#EÞ needed in the sequel is given by
the symmetrized covariant derivative D : GNðWk TQ#EÞ-GNðWkþ1 TQ#EÞ: It is
deﬁned by
DTðX1;y; Xkþ1Þ ¼
X
sASkþ1
rXsð1Þ#idþ id#rEXsð1Þ
 
T
 
Xsð2Þ;y; Xsðkþ1Þ
	 

; ð1:5Þ
where T is a smooth section of
Wk
TQ#E; and the Xj are smooth vector ﬁelds on Q
(cf. [27]).
Consider now the pulled back bundle pnE-TnQ then we denote by
PkðQ;EÞCGNðpnEÞ the sections which are polynomial of degree k in the momenta,
i.e. those sections p : TnQ-pnE having the property that for every xAQ the map
pjTnx Q : Tnx Q-Ex is a polynomial of degree k with values in Ex: Moreover,
let PðQ;EÞ ¼"Nk¼0PkðQ;EÞ: For the trivial bundle E ¼ Q  C we simply write
PkðQÞ or Pk instead of PkðQ;EÞ and note that pAPkðQÞCCNðTnQÞ if and only
if Lxp ¼ kp:
To every contravariant symmetric tensor ﬁeld TAGNðWk TQÞ we assign a smooth
function JðTÞAPk by deﬁning JðTÞðzxÞ ¼ 1k!/zx#y#zx; TxS for all zxATnx Q;
xAQ: Then J :GNðWTQÞ-PðQÞ turns out to be an isomorphism of Z-graded
commutative algebras.
Next let us denote by DEm : G
NðpnEÞ-GNðpnEÞ the generalized vector-valued
Laplacian
DEm ¼
X
j
rpðdqjÞvrpð@
qj
Þh þrpðamÞv ; ð1:6Þ
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where ðÞv resp. ðÞh means the vertical resp. horizontal lift to TnQ induced by r; and
rp is the pull back of rE to pnE via p: Note that deﬁnition (1.6) is independent of
the used chart.
Lemma 1.2. For pAPðQ;EÞ one has DEmp ¼ JdivEm J
1p:
Let us now deﬁne a few important differential operators on the cotangent bundle
TnQ: First assign to any covariant symmetric tensor ﬁeld gAGNðWk TnQÞ a
ﬁberwisely acting differential operator FðgÞ on TnQ of order kAN by deﬁning
ðFðg13?3gkÞf ÞðzxÞ ¼
@k
@t1?@tk

t1¼?¼tk¼0
f ðzx þ t1g1ðxÞ þ?þ tkgkðxÞÞ: ð1:7Þ
Hereby zxATnx Q; g1;y; gkAG
NðTnQÞ and fACNðTnQÞ: Clearly, (1.7) extends
linearly to an injective algebra morphism from GNðWTnQÞ into the algebra of
differential operators of CNðTnQÞ: Note that FðgÞ commutes with Fðg0Þ for any
g; g0AGNðWTnQÞ:
In this article, we will also make use of the Laplacian of a metric G on TnQ which
is naturally induced by the a priori chosen torsion-free covariant connection r on Q
(cf. [28] or [4, Appendix A]). The connection r induces a splitting of TðTnQÞ into its
horizontal and vertical subbundle. Now, if X ; YAGNðTQÞ and a; bAGNðTnQÞ are
smooth section, we denote by Xh; Yh the horizontal lifts of X ; Y and by av; bv the
vertical lifts of a; b to vector ﬁelds on TnQ: Then G is deﬁned by GðX h; Y hÞ :¼
0 ¼ :Gðav; bvÞ and GðXh; avÞ :¼ 2aðXÞ ¼: Gðav; X hÞ: Obviously, G is an indeﬁnite
metric on TnQ; so its Laplacian (‘d’Alembertian’) D is well deﬁned. One checks
easily that in local canonical coordinates D has the form
D ¼
X
k
@2
@qk@pk
þ
X
j;k;l
plðpnGljkÞ
@2
@pj@pk
þ
X
j;k
ðpnGjjkÞ
@
@pk
; ð1:8Þ
where Gljk are the Christoffel symbols of r: Consequently, the relation
DQm ¼ Dþ FðamÞ ð1:9Þ
holds, where DQm is the generalized vector-valued Laplacian D
E
m associated to the
trivial line bundle E ¼ Q  C-Q:
2. Deformation quantization
Let us now recall some essential notions and results from the theory of formal
deformation quantization.
A star product% on a symplectic manifold M is called of Vey type, if the order of
every bidifferential operator Ck in each of its variables is lower or equal to k: It is
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called of Weyl type, if Ckðf ; gÞ ¼ ð
1ÞkCkðg; f Þ and if in addition Ck is real (resp.
imaginary) for k even (resp. odd). A star product of Weyl type satisﬁes in particular
f%g ¼ %g %f; i.e. complex conjugation is an algebra anti-automorphism. Hereby, we
have formally set %l ¼ l: Two star products % and %0 are called equivalent if
there exists a formal power series S ¼ idþPNk¼1 lkSk of differential operators
Sk :C
NðMÞ-CNðMÞ such that S1 ¼ 1 and Sðf%gÞ ¼ Sðf Þ%0SðgÞ for all
f ; gACNðMÞ1lU:
In case M is a cotangent bundle TnQ we impose some more structure on a
reasonable star product, that means on a star product which should be relevant for
quantum mechanics.
First one has a second type of ‘ordering’ for star products on TnQ besides the
Weyl type: one calls a star product % of standard order or normal order type, if
ðpnuÞ%f ¼ ðpnuÞf for all uACNðQÞ and fACNðTnQÞ:
Next let us consider the homogeneity operator H ¼ l @@lþLx on CNðTnQÞ1lU: A
star product on TnQ is said to be homogeneous (cf. [11]), if H is a derivation. This
implies in particular the simple but important fact that P½l is a C½l-algebra with
respect to a homogeneous star product (cf. [4, Proposition 3.7]). Hence, it is possible
to substitute the formal parameter l by a real number _: Speaking in analytical terms
this means that in the homogeneous case the convergence problem for a star product
can be trivially solved for functions polynomial in the momenta. Moreover, it has
been shown in [5] that all homogeneous star products are strongly closed.
In [4], a homogeneous star product of standard order type%0 was constructed by
a modiﬁed Fedosov procedure using the connection r on Q: Additionally, a
canonical representation R0 of the deformed algebra by formal power series of
differential operators on the space CNðQÞ1lU of formal wave functions was
constructed (cf. [4, Theorem 9]). Explicitly, this representation is given by
R0ðf Þu ¼ inðf%0pnuÞ ¼
XN
l¼0
X
j1;y;jl
ð
ilÞl
l!
in
@l f
@pj1?@pjl
 
1
l!
/@qj1#?#@qjl ;D
luS
¼
XN
l¼0
ð
ilÞl
l!
inðFðDluÞðf ÞÞ
¼ inFðexpð
ilDÞuÞf ; fACNðTnQÞ1lU; uACNðQÞ1lU: ð2:1Þ
After ﬁxing a volume density mAGNðjVn j TnQÞ on Q one can pass for every value
of an ordering parameter kA½0; 1 to a new star product%k on CNðTnQÞ1lU in the
following way. Consider the one-form am and let Nk ¼ NkðamÞ be the operator
NkðamÞ ¼ expð
ilkðDþ FðamÞÞÞ ¼ expð
ilkDQm Þ: ð2:2Þ
Then one can deﬁne a scale of star products%k each equivalent to%0 by
f%kg ¼ N
1k ðNkðf Þ%0NkðgÞÞ: ð2:3Þ
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It turns out that all %k are homogeneous since Nk commutes with H: Moreover,
a representation Rk of %k on C
NðQÞ1lU is given by Rkðf Þ ¼ R0ðNkf Þ: For the
case k ¼ 1
2
one obtains the so-called Weyl star product %W ¼%1=2 with
corresponding Schro¨dinger representation RW ¼ R1=2 having the following two nice
properties:
f%Wg ¼ %g W %f; ð2:4Þ
Z
Q
%uRWðf Þvm ¼
Z
Q
RWð %fÞuvm; u; vACNcptðQÞ1lU: ð2:5Þ
In other words RW is a
n-representation of the (formal) n-algebra ðCNðQÞ1lU;%WÞ
with complex conjugation as its n-involution. In particular, %W is of Weyl type.
Finally, the representation RW coincides with the formal GNS representation (see
Appendix A) with respect to the functional f/omðf Þ ¼
R
Q
inf m deﬁned on the two-
sided ideal CNQ ðTnQÞ1lU; where CNQ ðTnQÞ ¼ ffACNðTnQÞjsuppðinf Þ is compactg
(cf. [5, Proposition 4.2]).
3. Quantization of ﬁber translating diffeomorphisms
In this section, we will provide a method for quantizing ﬁber translating
diffeomorphisms. To this end we ﬁrst compute explicitly the %k-product of a
homogeneous function of degree 0 on TnQ with an arbitrary function.
Lemma 3.1. Let g; g0AGNðWTQÞ: Then
½Dþ Fðg0Þ;FðgÞ ¼ FðDgÞ; ð3:1Þ
N
1k 3FðgÞ3Nk ¼ FðexpðiklDÞgÞ: ð3:2Þ
Proof. For example by computation in local coordinate it is easy to see that (3.1) is
true, if g has symmetric degree 0 or 1. Then (3.1) follows for arbitrary symmetric
degree, since F is an algebra morphism and D a derivation. Eq. (3.2) is an immediate
consequence of (3.1). &
Proposition 3.2. Let fACNðTnQÞ1lU and uACNðQÞ1lU: Then for all kA½0; 1 the
equalities
pnu%kf ¼ FðexpðiklDÞuÞf ; ð3:3Þ
f%kpnu ¼ Fðexpð
ið1
 kÞlDÞuÞf ð3:4Þ
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hold and consequently also
adkðpnuÞ ¼ N
1k ad0ðpnuÞNk ¼ F
expðiklDÞ 
 expð
ið1
 kÞlDÞ
D
du
 
: ð3:5Þ
Proof. Due to the equivalence of%k and%0 via Nk and the fact that Nk3pn ¼ pn; it
sufﬁces by (3.2) to prove (3.3) and (3.4) for the case k ¼ 0: Assuming k ¼ 0; relation
(3.3) is trivially fulﬁlled since%0 is of standard order type. To prove (3.4) we can
restrict to f ; pnuACNðTnQÞ without l-powers. Since%0 is homogeneous we have in
order ll at least l vertical derivatives acting all on f since pnu is homogeneous of
degree 0: On the other hand,%0 is of Vey type (see [4, Lemma 5]) whence there are
at most and thus exactly l derivatives in ﬁber direction acting on f : Moreover, the
coefﬁcient functions of the bidifferential operator in order ll can thus only depend
on Q due to the homogeneity. Thus, they are determined by their values at the zero
section which are known from (2.1) proving the proposition. &
Note that the products (3.3) and (3.4) do not depend on am and thus not on the
choice of the volume density m: Moreover, the above expressions for the
commutators are well-deﬁned formal power series in l with differential operators
as coefﬁcients. One observes that the star product%1 is of anti-standard order type
in an obvious sense.
Next one makes the simple but crucial observation that adkðpnuÞ only depends on
the one-form du: Thus, Eq. (3.5) still makes sense as formal series of differential
operators, if du is replaced by an arbitrary formal one-form A ¼ A0 þ lA1 þ
Oðl2ÞAGNðTnQÞ1lU: This motivates to deﬁne an operator dk½A :CNðTnQÞ1lU-
CNðTnQÞ1lU by
dk½A ¼ F expðiklDÞ 
 expð
ið1
 kÞlDÞ
D
A
 
: ð3:6Þ
Now, the following result is immediate.
Proposition 3.3. The operator dk½A is a derivation of%k if and only if dA ¼ 0; and an
inner derivation if and only if A is exact, that means if and only if A ¼ du with
uACNðQÞ1lU: Additionally, the relation
dk½A ¼ N
1k 3d0½A3Nk ð3:7Þ
is true. Finally, one has in lowest order an expansion of the form dk½A ¼ ilFðA0Þ þ
Oðl2Þ:
In deformation quantization, the Heisenberg equation of motion for a given
Hamiltonian H induces a one-parameter group of star product automorphisms
provided the corresponding classical Hamiltonian vector ﬁeld of H has a complete
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ﬂow (see e.g. [5, Appendix B]). Although the operators dk½A are derivations or in
other words inﬁnitesimals of star product automorphisms only in the case dA ¼ 0;
we consider time evolution equations induced by these maps, i.e. differential
equations of the form
d
dt
FðtÞ ¼ i
l
dk½AFðtÞ; Fð0Þ ¼ f ; ð3:8Þ
where fACNðTnQÞ1lU is an initial value. First of all note that the form A0 in the
expansion A ¼ A0 þ lA1 þ Oðl2Þ induces a one-parameter group of diffeomorph-
isms ft : T
nQ-TnQ by
ftðzxÞ ¼ zx 
 tA0ðxÞ: ð3:9Þ
Hereby we assume A0 to be real. Then ft is the ﬂow of the vector ﬁeld determined by
the differential operator 
FðA0Þ: Note that ft is symplectic if and only if dA0 ¼ 0:
Moreover, ft is a ﬁber translation, and
fnt 3FðgÞ ¼ FðgÞ3fnt ð3:10Þ
holds for all gAGNðWTnQÞ1lU: Using this fact we obtain the following result.
Theorem 3.4. Let AAGNðTnQÞ1lU with real A0: Then for every value of the ordering
parameter k and every initial value fACNðTnQÞ1lU Eq. (3.8) has a unique solution
F :R-CNðTnQÞ1lU: It is given by FðtÞ ¼AkðtÞf ; where the operator AðtÞ ¼
AkðtÞ :CNðTnQÞ1lU-CNðTnQÞ1lU is defined by
AkðtÞ ¼ fnt 3exp 
tF
expðiklDÞ 
 expð
ið1
 kÞlDÞ
ilD
ðAÞ 
 A0
  
ð3:11Þ
and has the following properties.
(i) AkðtÞ commutes with FðgÞ and the pull-back cn for all gAGNð
W
TQÞ and all fiber
translating diffeomorphisms c:
(ii) For all times tAR one has
AkðtÞ ¼ N
1k 3A0ðtÞ3Nk: ð3:12Þ
(iii) If A0AGNðTnQÞ1lU is another one-form fulfilling A00 ¼ A00; then the equality
AðtÞ3A0ðt0Þ ¼ *Að1Þ ¼A0ðt0Þ3AðtÞ ð3:13Þ
holds for all t; t0AR; where A0 resp. *A denotes the evolution operator for the one-
form A0 resp. tA þ t0A0:
(iv) The map t/AkðtÞ comprises a one-parameter group of %k-automorphisms if
and only if dA ¼ 0:
(v) If A has the form A ¼ lA1; then AðtÞ commutes with H: In case A ¼ %A; then
AWðtÞ :¼A1=2ðtÞ commutes with complex conjugation.
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Proof. It is a well-known fact that the Heisenberg equation (3.8) has a unique
solution for any initial value if the ﬂow of the vector ﬁeld corresponding to the
zeroth order is complete (see e.g. [5]). Thus it remains to show that (3.11) is indeed a
solution. But this is easily obtained by differentiation. From (3.11) the ﬁrst part
follows directly as well as part (ii) which is no surprise due to (3.7). Part (iii) is
computed using the above stated properties of ﬁber translating diffeomorphisms as
well as the fact that all involved operators commute. Part (iv) is known in the general
case (see e.g. [5]) but can also be veriﬁed explicitly using (3.11). Moreover, if A ¼ lA1
then
i
l
dk½A commutes with H and so does AkðtÞ: This can be derived from (3.8) or
explicitly from (3.11). Additionally, (3.11) implies for A ¼ %A and k ¼ 1
2
that the
operator AWðtÞ ¼A1=2ðtÞ commutes with complex conjugation. &
Note that in generalA is not homogeneous, i.e. that it does not commute with H:
But nevertheless one has the relationA3pn ¼ pn for arbitrary A; see also Lemma 4.4.
The above formulas suggest that we call AkðtÞ the quantization of the ﬁber
translating diffeomorphism ft for the value k of the ordering parameter.
Example 3.5. Let XAGNðTQÞ be a vector ﬁeld. Then JðX Þ is a function on TnQ
linear in momentum. Hence, one computes for AAGNðTnQÞ1lU that dk½A JðX Þ ¼
ilpnðAðX ÞÞ and
AkðtÞJðXÞ ¼ JðXÞ 
 tpnðAðXÞÞ: ð3:14Þ
As we will need it later in this article let us ﬁnally prove the following factorization
property for NkðamÞ:
Lemma 3.6. Let aAGNðTnQÞ and tAR: Then
NkðtaÞ ¼ expð
iklðDþ tFðaÞÞÞ ¼ exp tF expð
iklDÞ 
 id
D
a
  
expð
iklDÞ:
ð3:15Þ
Proof. By a straightforward computation one ﬁnds
d
dt
expð
iklðDþ tFðaÞÞÞ
¼ expð
iklðDþ tFðaÞÞÞ id
 expðadðiklðDþ tFðaÞÞÞÞ
adðDþ tFðaÞÞ ðFðaÞÞ
 
:
Using (3.1) and the fact that FðgÞ commutes with Fðg0Þ one concludes that the left-
hand side of (3.15) satisﬁes the differential equation
d
dt
expð
iklðDþ tFðaÞÞÞ ¼ F expð
iklDÞ 
 id
D
a
 
expð
iklðDþ tFðaÞÞÞ:
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Now, the right-hand side of (3.15) solves this differential equation with the correct
initial condition. Hence the claim follows. &
4. Star products for cotangent bundles with magnetic ﬁelds
In this section, we construct new star products from%k reﬂecting the presence of
a magnetic field on the conﬁguration space. Hereby we will describe the magnetic
ﬁeld by a formal power series BAGNðV2 TnQÞ1lU of closed two-forms on Q: If B is
exact, then AAGNðTnQÞ1lU with B ¼ dA is called a vector potential for B:
Whenever B is only closed but not exact we shall speak of a magnetic monopole. As
before we only consider vector potentials and magnetic ﬁelds such that (at least) in
order 0 the forms A and B are real.
Now let fOjgjAI be an open cover of Q by contractible sets and fAjgjAI a family
of local vector potentials for B; i.e. AjAGNðTnOjÞ1lU and dAj ¼ BjOj for all
jAI : Furthermore, let Aj be the local time evolution operator which is induced
by Aj on CNðTnOjÞ1lU at time t ¼ 1 according to Theorem 3.4. Note that the
operator Aj depends on k: Now we deﬁne an associative product %jk on
CNðTnOjÞ1lU by
f%jkg :¼AjððAjÞ
1ðf Þ%kðAjÞ
1ðgÞÞ; f ; gACNðTnOjÞ1lU: ð4:1Þ
In case Oj-Ok is not empty, Theorem 3.4(iii) entails that ðAkÞ
1Aj is the evo-
lution operator for t ¼ 1 of the closed one-form Aj TnðOj-OkÞ 
 Ak
 
TnðOj-OkÞ:
Hence, by Theorem 3.4(iv) one concludes that ðAkÞ
1Aj is an automorphism
of ðCNðTnðOj-OkÞÞ1lU;%kÞ: But then f%jkg ¼ f%kkg follows for all
f ; gACNðTnðOj-OkÞÞ1lU: Therefore, one can deﬁne a product %Bk on
CNðTnQÞ1lU by setting for all jAI
f%BkgjTnOj ¼ f jTnOj%jkgjTnOj ; f ; gACNðTnQÞ: ð4:2Þ
The product %Bk now does not depend on the particular choice of the covering
fOjgjAI and its local vector potentials Aj but only on B; as the above argument
shows.
Theorem 4.1. Let BAGNðV2 TnQÞ1lU be a formal series of closed two-forms dB ¼ 0:
Then %Bk has the following properties:
(i) %Bk is a star product on C
NðTnQÞ1lU with respect to the symplectic form
oB ¼ oþ pnB0:
(ii) %B0 is of standard order type.
(iii) One has f%Bkg ¼ N
1k ðNkðf Þ%B0 NkðgÞÞ for all f ; gACNðTnQÞ1lU:
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(iv) If B ¼ lB1 then %Bk is homogeneous. If B ¼ %B then %BW :¼%B1=2 satisfies
f%BWg ¼ %g BW %f for all f ; g: If in addition B has the shape B ¼
PN
r¼0 ðilÞ2rB2r
with real two-forms B2r then %
B
W is of Weyl type.
Proof. It sufﬁces to prove the theorem locally that means to show it under the
assumption Q ¼ Oj: Now, in order 0 in l the evolution operator Aj is equal to the
diffeomorphism fj : zx/zx 
 Aj0ðxÞ of TnOj: But as fnj o ¼ oþ pnB0; this entails
(i). Since part (ii) is a local statement it is sufﬁcient to consider functions having their
support in some p
1ðOjÞ: Then ðpnuÞ%B0 f ¼AjðððAjÞ
1ðpnuÞÞ%0ððAjÞ
1f ÞÞ ¼
AjððpnuÞðAjÞ
1f Þ ¼ ðpnuÞf since %0 is of standard order type and Aj3pn ¼ pn:
Eq. (3.12) entails (iii). Due to Theorem 3.4 (v) the homogeneity of%lB1k is obvious as
well as the fact that complex conjugation is an anti-automorphism of%BW for B ¼ %B:
In case B ¼ %B and B ¼PNr¼0ðilÞ2rB2r the whole construction of the star product%BW
only involves the combination il and all the differential and bidifferential operators
occurring as coefﬁcients of the powers of this combination are real since%W is of
Weyl type implying that%BW is of Weyl type too. &
If B is exact, then of course one can use any global one-form A with B ¼ dA to
deﬁne Akð1Þ and%Bk directly via Eq. (4.1). The crucial point, however, lies in the
fact that%Bk can still be constructed, if B is only closed but not necessarily exact.
Let us now state an immediate consequence from the preceding theorem
concerning the star exponential which will ease some later calculations. The star
exponential ExpðtHÞ of a function HACNðTnQÞ1lU with tAR is deﬁned as the
unique solution of the differential equation d
dt
ExpðtHÞ ¼ H *ExpðtHÞ with initial
condition Expð0Þ ¼ 1 (cf. [6, Lemma 2.2]).
Corollary 4.2.
(i) For all u; vACNðQÞ1lU one has
ðpnuÞ%Bk ðpnvÞ ¼ pnðuvÞ: ð4:3Þ
(ii) The star exponential ExpðpnuÞ with respect to %Bk coincides with ep
nu:
Next we compute Deligne’s characteristic class of the star product %Bk : This
characteristic class has been introduced in [10] and classiﬁes in a functorial way the
isomorphy classes of star products on a symplectic manifold ðM;oÞ: It lies in the
afﬁne space 
 i½ol þ H2dRðMÞ1lU and can be calculated by methods of Cˇech
cohomology. Let us provide some details of the calculation as far as they are needed
for our purposes. For proofs and explicit arguments we refer the reader to the
exposition [14]. At this instance we should mention that our conventions differ from
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those used in [14] by a sign in the Poisson bracket and an additional factor i in the
formal parameter. If% is a star product on the symplectic manifold ðM;oÞ there
exists (cf. [14, Proposition 5.2]) a good open cover fUjgjAJ of M together with a
family ðDjÞjAJ of l-Euler derivations of ðCNðUjÞ;%Þ; i.e. a family of derivations Dj
of% over Uj having the form
Dj ¼ l @
@l
þ Xj þ D0j;
where Xj is conformally symplectic ðLXjojUj ¼ ojUj Þ and D0j ¼
P
kX1 l
kD0jk is a formal
differential operator over Uj: As every l-linear derivation is of the form 1l ad%ðdÞ with
dACNðMÞ1lU there exist formal functions dijACNðUi-UjÞ1lU fulﬁlling
Dj 
 Di ¼ 1l ad%ðdijÞ
over Ui-Uj: Now, the sums dijk ¼ dij þ djk þ dki lie in C1lU and deﬁne a 2-cocycle
whose Cˇech class dð%Þ ¼ ½dijkAH2ðM;CÞ1lU does not depend on the choices
made and is called Deligne’s intrinsic derivation-related class.
Deﬁnition 4.3 (cf. Gutt and Rawnsley [14, Deﬁnition 6.3]). The characteristic class
cð%Þ of a star product% on ðM;oÞ is the element cð%Þ ¼ 
 i½ol þ
PN
n¼0 cð%Þnln
of the afﬁne space 
 i½ol þ H2dRðMÞ1lU deﬁned by
cð%Þ0 ¼ 2ðC
2 Þ#;
@
@l
cð%ÞðlÞ ¼ 1
l2
dð%Þ:
Hereby ðC
2 Þ# is the two-form induced by the antisymmetric part C
2 of the
bidifferential operator C2 in the expansion of%:
ðC
2 Þ#ðXf ; XgÞ ¼ C
2 ðf ; gÞ; f ; gACNðMÞ;
where Xf denotes the Hamiltonian vector ﬁeld with respect to o that corresponds to f :
In the particular case of the star products %k on M ¼ TnQ the homogeneity
operator H comprises a (global) l-Euler derivation for %k; hence dð%kÞ ¼ ½0
follows. Moreover, as%W is of Weyl type, the corresponding C2 is symmetric, hence
ðC
2 Þ# ¼ 0 and cð%WÞ ¼ cð%kÞ ¼ ½0 since o is exact in this case.
So as a ﬁrst step we compute the derivation related class to determine cð%Bk Þ: For
that we need the following lemma. Note that it involves the symmetric degree
derivation degs which is deﬁned by degsg ¼ kg for all gAGNð
Wk
TnQÞ:
Lemma 4.4. Let gAGNðWTnQÞ1lU: Then
½H;FðgÞ ¼ F l @
@l

 degs
 
g
 
ð4:4Þ
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which for A ¼ A0 þ lA1 þ Oðl2ÞAGNðTnQÞ1lU entails
AkðtÞ3H3Akð
tÞ ¼ Hþ tF expðiklDÞ 
 expð
ið1
 kÞlDÞ
ilD
l
@
@l

 id
 
A
 
: ð4:5Þ
Proof. Since (4.4) is a relation between algebra morphisms and derivations it is
sufﬁcient to prove it for the case where g is a function or one-form on Q; which is a
simple computation. But then (4.5) follows immediately from (3.11) and (4.4)
observing that fnt 3H3f
n

t ¼ H
 tFðA0Þ with ft given as in (3.9). &
Now choose a good cover fOjgjAJ of Q and let the Aj andAj be like above. Since
H is a global l-Euler derivation with respect to %k one obtains local l-Euler
derivations Dj with respect to the restriction of %
B
k to C
NðTnOjÞ1lU by deﬁning
Dj :¼Aj3H3Aj
1: From (4.5) it is obvious that on CNðTnðOi-OjÞÞ1lU one has
Dj 
 Di ¼ F expðiklDÞ 
 expð
ið1
 kÞlDÞ
ilD
l
@
@l

 id
 
ðAj 
 AiÞ
 
:
Now since dðAj 
 AiÞ ¼ 0 on Oj-Oi one can choose formal smooth functions cij on
Oj-Oi such that dcij ¼ Aj 
 Ai: From (3.5) we thus get Dj 
 Di ¼ 1lad%kð
iðl @@l

idÞpncijÞ where we may, using the properties of F; replace ad%k by ad%Bk since
Aj3pn ¼ pn: Now the combination cijk ¼ cij þ cjk þ cki is constant, hence induces a
Cˇech cocycle whose cohomology class is equal to the one of the magnetic ﬁeld:
½cijk ¼ ½B implying by the above deﬁnition that dð%Bk Þ ¼ 
iðl @@l
 idÞ½pnB; hence
we have shown:
Proposition 4.5. Let B ¼ B0 þ lB1 þ Oðl2ÞAGNð
V2
TnQÞ1lU be a formal closed
two-form with real B0: Then Deligne’s intrinsic derivation-related class of%
B
k is given
by 
iðl @@l
 idÞ½pnB ¼ i½pnB0 
 i
PN
n¼2ðn 
 1Þln½pnBnÞ:
Again by deﬁnition of the characteristic class cð%Bk Þ we get from the preceding
proposition that cð%Bk Þ ¼ 
 il½pnB 
 lpnB1 þ cð%Bk Þ0; where cð%Bk Þ0 has to be
determined as in the above deﬁnition. To this end we observe that by Theorem 4.1
the star products %Bk for different k are equivalent so that we may restrict our
considerations to the case k ¼ 1
2
: A lengthy but straightforward computation using
the local equivalence transformation Aj expanding it up to the ﬁrst-order l and the
fact that %1=2 is of Weyl type yields C


2 ðf ; gÞ ¼ 
 i2ðpnB1ÞðX Bf ; X Bg Þ; where the
additional superscript B indicates that we used the symplectic form oþ pnB0 to
deﬁne the Hamiltonian vector ﬁelds. Obviously, this result is independent of the
chosen local potential Aj thus we get cð%Bk Þ0 ¼ 
i½pnB1: Consequently, we obtain
the following theorem.
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Theorem 4.6. Let B ¼ B0 þ lB1 þ Oðl2ÞAGNð
V2
TnQÞ1lU be a formal closed two-
form with real B0: Then Deligne’s characteristic class of %
B
k is given by 
 il½pnB;
whence for all equivalence classes of star products for ðTnQ;oþ pnB0Þ there is a
representative %Bk :
Proof. By the above considerations the assertion about Deligne’s characteristic class
has already been shown. Since the de Rham cohomology of TnQ is canonically
isomorphic via pn to HdRðQÞ the ﬁnal statement in the theorem holds as well. &
As a ﬁrst application of our explicit formulas relating %Bk and %k we will
prove ﬁnally in this section that all star products %Bk are strongly closed, that
means integration over TnQ with respect to the corresponding volume form
OB ¼ ð
1Þ
½n=2
n! oB4?4oB is a trace functional for these star products (see [9] for
deﬁnitions). Note that OB ¼ O since pnB is a horizontal two-form.
Lemma 4.7. Let A ¼ A0 þ lA1 þ Oðl2ÞAGNðTnQÞ1lU be a formal one-form with
A0 ¼ %A0 and let Ak be the corresponding time development operator at t ¼ 1: Then for
all fACNcptðTnQÞ1lU Z
TnQ
fO ¼
Z
TnQ
ðA
1k f ÞO: ð4:6Þ
Proof. The ﬁber translating diffeomorphism induced by A0 in Ak is volume
preserving since OB ¼ O: Thus we have only to deal with the differential operator
part of Ak as in (3.11) which is the identity in lowest order of l and a sum of
homogeneous differential operator of negative degree in higher orders of l: Due to
[5, Lemma 8.1] these higher orders do not contribute to the integral. This proves the
lemma. &
Proposition 4.8. Let B ¼ B0 þ lB1 þ Oðl2ÞAGNð
V2
TnQÞ1lU be a closed two-form
with real B0: Then for every kA½0; 1 the star product %Bk is strongly closed.
Proof. We have to show that the integral over TnQ with respect to O of the
commutator of two functions f ; gACNcptðTnQÞ1lU vanishes. By a partition of unity
argument we may assume that the supports of these functions are contained in a
contractible open set O: Then choose a local formal one-form A such that dA ¼ BjO:
Due to the deﬁnition of%Bk and Lemma 4.7 we have,Z
TnQ
ðf%Bkg 
 g%Bk f ÞO ¼
Z
TnO
ððA
1k f Þ%kðA
1k gÞ 
 ðA
1k gÞ%kðA
1k f ÞÞO ¼ 0;
since %k is homogeneous and thus strongly closed due to [5, Theorem 8.5]. This
proves the proposition. &
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5. Global representations for%Bj
After having constructed the product %Bk of observables for the case, where a
magnetic ﬁeld is present, we are now interested in representations of these algebras.
It will turn out that, though the algebra structure depends only on B; the
representations have to be constructed by explicit use of the vector potential A:
Interesting physical effects like the Aharonov–Bohm effect are only visible by
comparing the representations for varying vector potential A but ﬁxed dA ¼ B:
Motivated by our investigations in [5, Section 7] we will consider ﬁrst the case
where AAGNðTnQÞ1lU is globally given with real A0 and B ¼ dA: Then one can
embed the graph
LA0 :¼ graphðA0Þ ¼ fzxATnQ j zx ¼ A0ðxÞg ð5:1Þ
into TnQ via iA0 : LA0+T
nQ: Recall that LA0 is Lagrangian if and only if dA0 ¼ 0:
Furthermore, the relation f
tðiðQÞÞ ¼ itA0ðLtA0Þ holds for all tAR: Hence, there
exists an induced diffeomorphism Ft : Q-LtA0 fulﬁlling
f
t3i ¼ itA03Ft: ð5:2Þ
We denote the pull-back ðF
1t Þn by Ut :CNðQÞ1lU-CNðLtA0Þ1lU and clearly have
U
1t ¼ Fnt : Using U ¼ U1 we can now deﬁne a representation *RAk of the algebra
ðCNðTnQÞ1lU;%Bk Þ on the space CNðLA0Þ1lU of formal wave functions on LA0 by
setting
*RAk ðf Þu :¼ ðU3RkðA
1f Þ3U
1Þu; uACNðLA0Þ; ð5:3Þ
where A ¼Akð1Þ is again the time development with respect to A: Obviously,
*RAk is a representation with respect to %
B
k : Moreover, *R
A
k is equivalent to the
representation RAk on C
NðQÞ1lU given by
RAk ðf Þ :¼ RkðA
1f Þ: ð5:4Þ
The operator U then serves as an intertwiner between *RAk and R
A
k and one has
RAk ðf Þ ¼ RA0 ðNkf Þ:
In order to compute RA0 and thus the other representations R
A
k and *R
A
k explicitly we
ﬁrst prove the following lemma.
Lemma 5.1. Let gAGNðWTnQÞ1lU be a formal series of symmetric forms of degree
X1; and let g act on GNðWTnQÞ1lU by left multiplication. Then for all cAC1lU and
tAR the operator expðcDþ tgÞ satisfies the factorization property
expðcDþ tgÞ ¼ exp t expðcDÞ 
 id
cD
g
 
expðcDÞ: ð5:5Þ
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Proof. Since cDþ tg raises the symmetric degree at least by one, the operator
expðcDþ tgÞ is well deﬁned as formal series in the symmetric degree. By
commutativity of 3 and the derivation property of D one has ½cDþ tg; g0 ¼ cDg0:
Now, proceeding analogously as in the proof of Lemma 3.6 one ﬁnds
d
dt
exp ðcDþ tgÞ ¼ expðcDÞ 
 id
cD
g
 
expðcDþ tgÞ:
The right-hand side of (5.5) now solves this differential equation, hence the claim
follows. &
Next let us compute RAk explicitly for the case where A ¼ lA1 þ l2A2 þ Oðl3Þ
starts in order one. This condition simpliﬁes computations since in this case no
diffeomorphism part is present. Nevertheless, it is the most important situation for
the following constructions.
Theorem 5.2. Let A ¼ lA1 þ l2A2 þ Oðl3ÞAGNðTnQÞ1lU be a formal series of one-
forms starting in order l and B ¼ dA the corresponding magnetic field. Then one has
for all fACNðTnQÞ1lU and uACNðQÞ1lU
RAk ðf Þu ¼
XN
l¼0
ð
ilÞl
l!
X
j1;y;jl
in
@lNkf
@pj1?@pjl
 
1
l!
@qj1#?#@qjl ; Dþ
i
l
A
 l
u
* +
: ð5:6Þ
Proof. Using the relation RAk ðf Þ ¼ RA0 ðNkf Þ it sufﬁces to show Eq. (5.6) only for the
case k ¼ 0; so let us ﬁx k ¼ 0 for the rest of the proof. Now, the right-hand side of
(5.6) is independent of the particular chosen canonical coordinate system, so it
deﬁnes a global object indeed. Moreover, both sides are sheaf morphisms in u; so it is
sufﬁcient to show (5.6) over the domain UCQ of a chart on Q; and to assume
fACNðTnUÞ1lU and uACNðUÞ1lU: To achieve this consider ﬁrst the space
TðUÞ :¼
YN
k¼0
CNðTnUÞ#CNðUÞGN
_
k TnU
  !
1lU:
The space TðUÞ carries a natural commutative product m given by the pointwise
product of functions in the ﬁrst and the3-product in the second tensor factor. Using
canonical coordinates over TnU one can deform m to a product%loc by
F%locG :¼ m3exp 
il
X
j
@pj#isð@qj Þ
 !
ðF#GÞ; F ; GATðUÞ:
Hereby isð@qiÞG denotes the insertion of @qi in the symmetric part of G: Since @pj and
isð@qj Þ are commuting CNðUÞ-linear derivations of TðUÞ; %loc is indeed an
associative product deforming m: Let us denote by s :TðUÞ-CNðTnUÞ1lU the
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projection on the factor of symmetric degree zero. Denoting the right-hand side of
(5.6) shortly by pðf Þ u we obtain due to Lemma 5.1 and the particular form of%loc
pðf Þu ¼ ins f%loc exp Dþ ilA
 
u
 
¼ ins f%loc exp expD
 id
D
i
l
A
 
expðDÞu
  
¼ ins f%loc exp expD
 id
D
i
l
A
 
%loc exp ðDÞu
 
¼ ins s f%loc exp expD
 id
D
i
l
A
  
%loc expðDÞu
 
:
Now compute by Taylor expansion in the right factor
s f%loc
expD
 id
D
i
l
A
 
¼ F id
 expð
ilDÞ
ilD
A
 
f :
Since @pj
exp D
id
D
i
lA ¼ 0 we can use %loc-products instead of 3-products in the
exponential function. Hence, due to Theorem 3.4 and the fact that A starts in order l
we obtain
s f%locexp
expD
 id
D
i
l
A
  
¼ exp F id
 expð
ilDÞ
ilD
A
  
f ¼A
10 f :
Using (2.1) this ﬁnally leads to
pðf Þu ¼ ins A
10 f%locexpðDÞu
	 
 ¼ R0ðA
10 f Þu ¼ RA0 ðf Þu: &
The interpretation of these formulas is that we replaced the covariant derivative
rX acting as Lie derivative LX on functions uACNðQÞ by the covariant derivative
LX þ ilAðX Þ where AðX Þ acts as left multiplication on u: Thus, we endowed the
trivial C-bundle whose section are the functions on Q with a non-trivial covariant
derivative by adding a formal connection one-form ilA which corresponds physically
to the ‘minimal coupling’ description and thus justiﬁes our interpretation of A as
‘vector potential’.
Now we consider the Weyl ordered star product%BW for a real and exact magnetic
ﬁeld B ¼ %B ¼ dA with a real vector potential AAGNðTnQÞ1lU: In this case, we
already mentioned that %BW satisﬁes f%
B
Wg ¼ %g BW %f for all f ; gACNðTnQÞ1lU:
Whence it is natural to seek for positive C1lU-linear functionals on the n-algebra
ðCNðTnQÞ1lU;%BWÞ such that the induced GNS representation is RAW resp. *RAW:
Analogously to [5, Section 7] and guided by the general idea of [5, Proposition 5.1]
we denote the subspace of those functions fACNðTnQÞ such that suppðinA0 f Þ
is compact in LA0 by C
N
LA0
ðTnQÞ: Since %BW is a differential star product,
CNLA0
ðTnQÞ1lU is a two-sided ideal which is stable under complex conjugation.
Denoting by AW the time evolution operator with respect to A at time t ¼ 1 the
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relation
AWðCNQ ðTnQÞ1lUÞ ¼ CNLA0 ðT
nQÞ1lU
holds. Hence, the C1lU-linear functional
oA ¼ om3A
1W :CNLA0 ðT
nQÞ1lU-C1lU
is well deﬁned. Moreover, it is positive with respect to %BW; since for all
fACNLA0 ðT
nQÞ1lU
oAð %f BWf Þ ¼ omðA
1W ð %f BWf ÞÞ ¼ omðA
1W f%WA
1W f ÞX0
due to the reality of AW and the deﬁnition of%
B
W: Explicitly, oA is given by
oAðf Þ ¼
Z
LA0
inA0exp F
sinhðil
2
DÞ
il
2
D
ðAÞ 
 A0
 ! !
ðf ÞmA0 ð5:7Þ
according to (3.12) where the positive density mA0AG
NðjVn jTnLA0Þ is given by
mA0 ¼ ðF
1Þnm with F as in (5.2) at t ¼ þ1: Clearly, oAð %f BWf Þ ¼ 0 if and only if
A
1W fAJm is an element of the Gel’fand idealJm of om: Thus, we have the following
proposition as slight generalization of [5, Lemma 7.3]. Note that due to [8, Corollary
1] the GNS representation extends to the whole algebra.
Proposition 5.3. For real AAGNðTnQÞ1lU the Gel’fand ideal JA of oA is given by
AWðJmÞ: The GNS representation pre-Hilbert space CNLA0 ðT
nQÞ1lU=JA is canoni-
cally isometric to CNcptðLA0Þ1lU endowed with the C1lU-valued Hermitian product
/u; vSA ¼
Z
LA0
%uvmA0 ; u; vAC
N
cptðLA0Þ1lU: ð5:8Þ
A C1lU-linear unitary intertwiner is given by cf/F

1ninN1=2ðamÞA
1W ðf Þ; where cf
denotes the equivalence class of fACNLA0 ðT
nQÞ1lU in the GNS pre-Hilbert space. The
intertwiner has inverse v/cpnFnv: Moreover, the GNS representation induced by oA on
CNcptðLA0Þ1lU coincides with *RAW which on CNcptðQÞ1lU is unitarily equivalent to RAW:
Corollary 5.4. For all kA½0; 1 the scalar product /u; RAk ðf ÞvSA is given by
/u; RAk ðf ÞvSA ¼
Z
LA0
%uRAk ðf ÞvmA0 ¼
Z
LA0
RAk ðN1
2k %fÞuvmA0 ¼ /RAk ðN1
2k %fÞu; vSA:
ð5:9Þ
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As an application of the above considerations and formulas we will brieﬂy examine
the WKB expansion scheme as already discussed in [5, Section 7], [7]. The starting
point is a real-valued Hamiltonian function HACNðTnQÞ and a projectable
Lagrangean submanifold iA0 : LA0+T
nQ determined by the graph of a closed real
one-form A0AGNðTnQÞ such that the Hamilton–Jacobi equation
H3A0 ¼ E resp: HjLA0 ¼ E ð5:10Þ
is satisﬁed for some energy value EAR: Then we have shown in [5, Theorem 7.4] that
the eigenvalue problem
RWðA
1W HÞu ¼ Eu ð5:11Þ
for an eigenfunction uACNcptðQÞ1lU or better an eigendistribution uACNcptðQÞ01lU
results in the usual transport equations of the WKB expansion by simple expansion
of (5.11) in powers of l; see [1]. Here AW is the time development operator
corresponding to A0 at time t ¼ þ1 which is in this case an automorphism of%W
since dA0 ¼ 0: In [5] we factored A
1W as ðf
1Þn3T
1 with some formal series of
differential operators T
1 which were given by a recursion formula using iterated
integrals. Now we can determine T
1 explicitly using Theorem 3.4 resulting in
A
1W ¼ ðf
1Þn3exp F
sinhðil
2
DÞ
il
2
ðA0Þ 
 A0
 ! !
: ð5:12Þ
Thus, the expansion of T
1 in powers of l is explicitly known and can be used for a
more explicit WKB expansion. Note that the result of [5, Lemma 7.5] implying
A
1W H ¼ ðf
1ÞnH for HAPðQÞ1lU at most quadratic in the momenta follows now
directly form (5.12) by ‘counting degrees’.
6. Standard and Weyl representations on half-densities
As another application we will discuss how to carry over the representations Rk to
representations on half-densities, i.e. on section of the bundle GNðjVn j12 TnQÞ: Since
the covariant derivative r acts on half-densities as well, we deﬁne the standard order
representation p0 of CNðTnQÞ1lU on GNðj
Vn j12 TnQÞ1lU by
p0ðf Þn :¼
XN
l¼0
ð
ilÞl
!l
X
j1;y;jl
in
@l f
@pj1?@pjl
 
1
l!
/@qj1#?#@qjl ;D
lnS; ð6:1Þ
where Dln is viewed as a smooth section of
Wl
TnQ#jVn j12 TnQ: Clearly, (6.1) is
globally deﬁned, and we will show in the sequel that this ad hoc quantization rule is
in fact a representation of a%B0 -product algebra for a particular magnetic ﬁeld B:
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In order to compare p0 with R0 we choose the square root m
1
2 of the positive density
m as a trivializing section for the half-density bundle. Note that rXm
1
2 ¼ 1
2
amðX Þ m
1
2
for all XAGNðTQÞ: Now one calculates easily
Dðg#m1=2Þ ¼ Dgþ 1
2
am3g
 
#m
1
2; gAGN
_l TnQ : ð6:2Þ
This implies the following result.
Theorem 6.1. Let fACNðTnQÞ1lU and n ¼ vm12AGNðjVn j12 TnQÞ1lU with
vACNðQÞ1lU: If one sets A ¼ 
 il
2
amAGNðTnQÞ1lU; the relation
p0ðf Þn
¼
XN
l¼0
ð
ilÞl
l!
X
j1;y;jl
in
@l f
@pj1?@pjl
 
1
l!
@qj1#?#@qjl ; Dþ
1
2
am
 l
v
* + !
m
1
2 ð6:3Þ
holds, which implies p0ðf Þn ¼ ðRA0 ðf ÞvÞm
1
2:
Hence, the (non-canonical) trivialization of GNðjVn j12 TnQÞ1lU induced by m
intertwines the (canonical) representation p0 of the (canonical) star product%
B
0 with
the (non-canonical) representation RA0 associated to the purely imaginary vector
potential A and B ¼ dA: Hereby, canonical means depending only on r; whereas
non-canonical means depending on m as well. Note that by deﬁnition of am the
relation tr R ¼ 
dam is true, where trR denotes the trace of the curvature tensor R of
r (cf. [5, Eq. (21)]). So the ‘magnetic ﬁeld’ fulﬁlls
B ¼ il
2
tr R; ð6:4Þ
hence, %B0 does not depend on the particular choice of m indeed, but only on r:
Thus, we will denote%B0 for this particular B also by 0:
Corollary 6.2. For B ¼ il
2
tr R the star product 0 ¼%B0 has a canonical representation
of standard order type on half-densities GNðjVn j12 TnQÞ1lU: Explicitly it is given by
(6.3). Moreover, 0 is homogeneous and equivalent to %0 via the time evolution
operator A0ð1Þ corresponding to A ¼ 
 il2am: The two star products %0 and 0 of
standard order type coincide if and only if the connection r is unimodular, i.e. if
trR ¼ 0: In this case p0 is a representation of %0 on half-densities.
Note that in general %0a0 unless r is unimodular. Nevertheless, the
unimodular case is the most important one, since, e.g. any Levi–Civita connection
to a given metric on Q is unimodular.
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The space of complex-valued smooth half-densities with compact support
GNcptðj
Vn j12 TnQÞ carries a natural pre-Hilbert space structure via the Hermitian
product
/n; rS ¼
Z
Q
%nr; n; rAGNcpt
n^
 12TnQ !: ð6:5Þ
It naturally extends to a C1lU-valued Hermitian product on GNcptðj
Vn j12 TnQÞ1lU:
Therefore, it is reasonable to ask for the formal adjoint of p0ðf Þ: One can
now calculate /p0ðf Þn; rS either by intrinsic partial integration analogously to
[5, Lemma 4.1] or by using a particular trivialization as we shall do in the following.
Proposition 6.3. For fACNðTnQÞ1lU one has
ðN1=2ðamÞÞ2A
10 f ¼A
10 ðN1=2ð0ÞÞ2 %f ð6:6Þ
and for any two half-densities n; rAGNcptðj
Vn j12 TnQÞ1lU one has
/n; p0ðf ÞrS ¼ /p0ððN1=2ð0ÞÞ2 %fÞn; rS: ð6:7Þ
Proof. The ﬁrst part is a straightforward computation using Lemma 3.6 and (3.1).
Then the second part follows from [5, Lemma 4.1] and (6.6) using the trivialization
induced by m: &
Thus, p0 is not a unitary representation, but due to (6.7) we can deﬁne a
corresponding Weyl star product W together with a representation by setting
f Wg ¼ ðN1=2ð0ÞÞ
1ððN1=2ð0Þf Þ0ðN1=2ð0ÞgÞÞ ð6:8Þ
and pWðf Þ ¼ p0ðN1=2ð0Þf Þ: Hence, we obtain the formula
pWðf Þn ¼
XN
l¼0
ð
ilÞl
l!
X
j1;y;jl
in
@lN1=2ð0Þf
@pj1?@pjl
 
1
l!
/@qj1#?#@qjl ;D
lnS: ð6:9Þ
Thus, pW comprises a representation with respect to W on the space of half-densities
such that
/n; pWðf ÞrS ¼ /pWð %fÞn; rS; n; rAGNcpt
n^
 12 TnQ !1lU: ð6:10Þ
Note that W is deﬁned by use of the connectionr alone and does not depend on the
choice of m:
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Proposition 6.4. The star product W is a homogeneous star product of Weyl type, and
f Wg ¼ %gW %f; f ; gACNðTnQÞ1lU: ð6:11Þ
Moreover, W is equivalent to the product %BW with B ¼ il2 tr R as well as to the
product %W: An algebra isomorphism from %
B
W to W is given by
ðN1=2ðamÞÞ
1N1=2ð0Þ; one from %W to W by
Bm :¼A
1W ðN1=2ðamÞÞ
1N1=2ð0Þ ¼ exp F
coshðil
2
DÞ 
 id
D
am
  
: ð6:12Þ
Proof. The equivalence of W and%BW resp.%W can be shown by a straightforward
computation using the deﬁnitions. The explicit formula for Bm follows from
Lemma 3.6, the fact that %N1=2ðamÞ ¼ ðN1=2ðamÞÞ
1; and the explicit form of
AW according to (3.11). Finally, (6.11) follows from (6.12) and (2.4) implying
that W is of Weyl type since the whole construction depends only on the
combination il: &
Remark 6.5. If the connection r is unimodular, e.g. the Levi–Civita connection
of a Riemannian metric on Q; we always have %BW ¼%W for any choice of m:
Now one can ask for a covariantly constant density m0 or in other words for a density
m0 fulﬁlling am0 ¼ 0: Note that for a non-unimodular r such a density cannot
exist. Now, if rm0 ¼ 0 and Q is connected, then m0 is uniquely determined up to a
(positive) scalar multiple. Making the Ansatz m0 ¼ e
jm in the unimodular case
we ﬁnd that m0 is covariantly constant if and only if am is not only closed but
exact with am ¼ dj: In particular, we succeed in ﬁnding a covariantly constant
density for any given unimodular connection in case H1dRðQÞ ¼ f0g: Now
having found such a density one has even W ¼%W and thus pW is a representation
for %W: Note furthermore that even in this case W does in general not coincide
with the homogeneous Fedosov star product %F of Weyl type constructed in
[4, Section 3].
Finally, we would like to show that the representation pW is a GNS repre-
sentation. Let nAGNðjVn j12 TnQÞ be an arbitrary nowhere vanishing half-density
and m ¼ %nn its square which comprises a positive density. Deﬁne am; etc. with respect
to this m: Then consider the C1lU-linear functional
on :CNQ ðTnQÞ1lU-C1lU; f/onðf Þ ¼
Z
Q
inBmðf Þm: ð6:13Þ
Clearly, it is well deﬁned and local since Bm is a formal series of differential
operators. Moreover, onðf Þ ¼ omðBmðf ÞÞ; which allows us to apply the general result
on the ‘pull back’ of GNS representations [5, Proposition 5.1] since due to
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Proposition 6.4 the map Bm is a real algebra isomorphism between W and %W:
Note that, though on is only deﬁned on a two-sided ideal, the GNS representation
again extends to the whole algebra due to [8, Corollary 1].
Proposition 6.6. Let nAGNðjVn j12 TnQÞ be a nowhere vanishing half-density. Then on
is a positive C1lU-linear functional with Gel’fand ideal
Jn ¼ ffACNQ ðTnQÞ1lU j inN1=2ðamÞBmðf Þ ¼ 0g: ð6:14Þ
The GNS pre-Hilbert space CNQ ðTnQÞ1lU=Jn is canonically isometric to
GNcptðj
Vn j12 TnQÞ1lU via
cf/ðinN1=2ðamÞBmf Þn and its inverse vn/cpnv; ð6:15Þ
where fACNQ ðTnQÞ1lU and vACNcptðQÞ1lU: The induced GNS representation of
CNðTnQÞ1lU on GNcptðj
Vn j12 TnQÞ1lU coincides with pW:
Proof. This can be checked explicitly either by using the deﬁning formula for Bm or
by using [5, Proposition 5.1]. &
7. Aharonov–Bohm representations
Now we shall consider the question of equivalence classes of representations
RAk for different vector potentials but ﬁxed magnetic ﬁeld B ¼ dA: So let
A; A0AGNðTnQÞ1lU both fulﬁll B ¼ dA ¼ dA0 but not necessarily A ¼ A0: Then
we call the representations RAk and R
A0
k equivalent, if there exists a bijective C1lU-
linear intertwining operator U :CNðQÞ1lU-CNðQÞ1lU; i.e. U satisﬁes for all
fACNðTnQÞ1lU the relation
U
1RA
0
k ðf Þ U ¼ RAk ðf Þ: ð7:1Þ
In the case, where A and A0 are real and %Bk is the Weyl product %
B
W; the
representations RAW and R
A0
W are called unitarily equivalent, if in addition U is unitary
with respect to the Hermitian product of Proposition 5.3.
Lemma 7.1. An operator U :CNðQÞ1lU-CNðQÞ1lU is an intertwiner for RAk and
RA
0
k if and only if for all fAC
NðQÞ
U
1R0ðf ÞU ¼ RA
A
0
0 ðf Þ: ð7:2Þ
In that case U is the left multiplication by a function in CNðQÞ1lU also denoted by U.
Moreover, U is unique up to an invertible factor in C1lU:
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Proof. The ﬁrst part of the lemma is a simple consequence of (3.13), (5.3) and (5.4).
For the second part check that U commutes with all left multiplications, i.e. Uuv ¼
uUv for all u; vACNðQÞ1lU: Hence, U is a left multiplication by a function in
CNðQÞ1lU as well. &
Due to this lemma the equivalence of two representations RAk and R
A0
k for a ﬁxed
value of the ordering parameter k entails equivalence of RAk0 and R
A0
k0 for any other
value k0 as well. Hence, we will restrict our considerations for a moment only to the
case where k ¼ 1
2
and B ¼ 0: The following lemma then is immediately checked using
the fact that the corresponding time development operator is an inner automorph-
ism, see e.g. [6, Lemma 2.3] and Corollary 4.2.
Lemma 7.2. Let A ¼ lA1 þ l2A2 þ Oðl3ÞAGNðTnQÞ1lU be an exact one-form with
A ¼ dS and S ¼ lS1 þ l2S2 þ Oðl3ÞACNðQÞ1lU: Then RW and RAW are equivalent,
where an intertwiner U :CNðQÞ1lU-CNðQÞ1lU is given by the left multiplication
with expð ilSÞ: If A is real and S has also been chosen to be real, then the restriction of U
to CNcptðQÞ1lU is unitary.
Now choose a good cover fOjgjAI of Q; i.e. assume that all ﬁnite intersections of
the Oj are contractible. Next let fSjgjAI be a formal Cˇech cochain integrating A; or in
other words a family of formal functions Sj ¼ lSj1 þ l2Sj2 þ Oðl3ÞACNðOjÞ1lU
fulﬁlling dSj ¼ AjOj for all jAI : Next let U be an intertwiner from RW to RAW; and
choose local logarithms TjACNðOjÞ1lU for U that means U jOj ¼ expð2piTjÞ: Then
ðTj 
 TkÞjOj-OkAZ holds for all non-empty intersections Oj-Ok: As the center of
%W consists only of the constant functions, one can ﬁnd by the preceding lemma
cjAC such that 2pTj ¼ Sjl þ cj : Therefore, we may assume without restriction that
ðSj 
 SkÞ
l
A2pZ ð7:3Þ
for all pairs j; k with Oj-Oka|: Let us at this point abbreviate the notation by
calling a formal closed k-form a ¼ la1 þ l2a2 þ Oðl3ÞAGNð
Vk
TnQÞ1lU integral, if
it satisﬁes the following condition:
(IC) 1
2pa1 deﬁnes an integral cohomology class and al is exact for all lX2:
By the above the existence of an intertwiner U then implies that (IC) holds for A:
Vice versa suppose now that A is integral. Then one can ﬁnd Sj such that (7.3)
holds again. Consequently one can deﬁne UACNðQÞ1lU by requiring
U jOj ¼ exp
i
l
Sj
 
¼ inExp i
l
pnSj
 
ð7:4Þ
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for all Oj: By Corollary 4.2 and Lemma 7.2 the operator U then is an intertwiner
from RW to R
A
W: Altogether, we thus obtain the following theorem which completely
describes the equivalence classes of representations.
Theorem 7.3. Let A; A0AGNðTnQÞ1lU be vector potentials of the form A ¼ lA1 þ
l2A2 þ Oðl3Þ resp. A0 ¼ lA01 þ l2A02 þ Oðl3Þ fulfilling B ¼ dA ¼ dA0: Then the %Bk -
representations RAk and R
A0
k are equivalent if and only if the difference A 
 A0 is integral,
whence the equivalence classes are parametrized by lH1dRðQÞ=H1dRðQ;ZÞ þ
l2H1dRðQÞ1lU: In case, where in addition A and A0 are real, the representations RAW
and RA
0
W are even unitarily equivalent with an intertwiner U given locally by U jOj ¼
expð ilSjÞ; where fSjgjAI is a real Cˇech cochain integrating A 
 A0:
In the case B ¼ 0; we have a canonical reference representation namely Rk
which corresponds to A ¼ 0: Hence, we also have a canonical equivalence class
of representations. Considering the particular case A ¼ lA1 without higher order
terms the resulting equivalence classes are parametrized by H1dRðQÞ modulo integral
classes. We shall call a representation RlA1k an Aharonov–Bohm representation
if it is not equivalent to the vacuum representation Rk since in this case Aharonov–
Bohm-like effects are possible. Thus, the well-known integrality condition for
the vector potential can be found in deformation quantization as well. But note
that the corresponding star product %Bk and thus the algebra of observables is
unaffected.
8. Magnetic monopoles and non-trivial bundles
In this section, we will investigate the representation theory for quantized algebras
with product %Bk ; where the magnetic ﬁeld B is no longer exact but only closed.
More precisely, we will show under which conditions representations of%Bk can be
constructed which correspond to the Schro¨dinger-like representations Rk: Through-
out the whole section we consider only the case where B ¼ lB1 þ l2B2 þ Oðl3Þ starts
in order l:
First of all we should mention that it is possible to construct local representations
for all%Bk -algebras in the following way: let OCQ be a contractible open subset of
Q and choose by Poincare´’s Lemma a local vector potential AAGNðTnOÞ1lU
fulﬁlling BjO ¼ dA: Then we can set
ROk ðf Þu ¼ RAk ðf jTnOÞu; fACNðTnQÞ1lU; uACNðOÞ1lU ð8:1Þ
and thus obtain a %Bk -representation of the whole algebra on C
NðOÞ1lU:
Deﬁnitely, these representations are not quite satisfactory since they do not reﬂect
the global nature of B; but by gluing them together appropriately we will obtain the
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global representations we are looking for. The following lemma which is proved by
straightforward computation using Corollary 4.2 will provide the essential tool for
the construction.
Lemma 8.1. Let B ¼ lB1 þ l2B2 þ Oðl3ÞAGNð
V2
TnQÞ1lU be a closed two-form
and O1; O2CQ two open subsets such that O1; O2 and the intersection O1-O2
are contractible. Moreover, let AðiÞ ¼ lAðiÞ1 þ l2AðiÞ2 þ Oðl3ÞAGNðTnOiÞ1lU; i ¼ 1; 2
be local vector potentials for B. Finally, choose Sð12Þ ¼ lSð12Þ1 þ l2Sð12Þ2 þ
Oðl3ÞACNðO1-O2Þ1lU such that dSð12Þ ¼ ðAð1Þ 
 Að2ÞÞjO1-O2 : Then the
relation
RO1k ðf Þu ¼ e

i
lS
ð12Þ
RO2k ðf Þe
i
lS
ð12Þ
u ð8:2Þ
is fulfilled for all fACNðTnQÞ1lU and uACNðO1-O2Þ1lU:
The lemma now suggests that one should view the local functions u as coefﬁcient
functions for a particular local trivialization of a C1lU-line bundle having the e

i
lS
ðijÞ
as transition functions. We will not further develop such a theory of formal line
bundles though this could be done easily using standard sheaf cohomological
methods extended to modules over C1lU: Rather, we will construct an ordinary
complex line bundle out of the given data together with a formal connection
under the assumption that the magnetic ﬁeld satisﬁes the integrality condition (IC),
see e.g. [25, pp. 97–107]. Then there exists a complex line bundle pL : L-Q unique
up to equivalence and up to torsion with Chern class ½ 12pB1: Moreover, we can
ﬁnd a connection rL on L such that the curvature of rL coincides with iB1 and
vector potentials for all Bk with kX2; i.e. Bk ¼ dAk: Let A ¼
PN
k¼2 l
kAk then the
mapping
rA : GNðLÞ1lU-GNðTnQ#LÞ1lU ¼ O1ðLÞ1lU s/ rL þ i
l
A
 
s ð8:3Þ
comprises a formal connection on L which we call adapted to B: The equivalence
classes of such rA are parametrized by lH1dRðQÞ=H1dRðQ;ZÞ þ l2H1dRðQÞ1lU: As
usual let DL be the corresponding formal symmetrized covariant derivative deﬁned
as in (1.5) using rA:
Theorem 8.2. Let B ¼ lB1 þ l2B2 þ Oðl3ÞAGNð
V2
TnQÞ1lU be a closed two-form
which satisfies the integrality condition (IC). Furthermore, let pL : L-Q be a complex
line bundle with Chern class ½ 1
2pB1 and A ¼ l2A2 þ Oðl3ÞAGNðTnQÞ1lU such that
dA ¼ B 
 lB1 whence rA is a formal connection adapted to B. Denote for every
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fACNðTnQÞ1lU by ZAk ðf Þ : GNðLÞ1lU-GNðLÞ1lU the operator fulfilling
ZAk ðf Þs ¼
XN
l¼0
ð
ilÞl
l!
X
j1;y;jl
in
@lNkf
@pj1?@pjl
 
1
l!
/@qj1#?#@qjl ; ðDLÞl sS;
sAGNðLÞ1lU: ð8:4Þ
Then ZAk comprises a representation of %
B
k on G
NðLÞ1lU: Using a local trivializing
section eO : O-L; one has the local representation
ZAk ðf ÞsjO ¼ ðROk ðf jTnOÞuÞeO; ð8:5Þ
where sjO ¼ u eO with uACNðOÞ1lU unique and where the local formal one-form A0
used for ROk as in (8.1) is determined by rAX eO ¼ ilA0ðXÞeO; i.e. the local vector potential
satisfies A0 ¼ lA1 þ A with dA1 ¼ B1jO:
Proof. Since all involved operators are differential, it sufﬁces to prove the
representation property locally. Hence, one only has to prove (8.5) since ROk is
known to be a local representation. But this follows directly from the above
characterization of DL and Theorem 5.2. &
Remark 8.3. Though the line bundle L is unique up to equivalence and torsion for
a given B1; the equivalence classes lH1dRðQÞ=H1dRðQ;ZÞ þ l2H1dRðQÞ1lU of the
adapted connections rA determine different non-equivalent representations which
induce ‘Aharonov-Bohm effects’ analogously to Section 7.
In the case where Bk ¼ 0 for kX2; we can choose Ak ¼ 0 leading to a
representation which we shall denote by ZLk :
Finally, let us consider the case, where in addition B is real. Then L carries a
natural Hermitian structure /; SL the equivalence classes of which are labeled by
H1ðQ; Uð1ÞÞ: Thus we can endow the space GNcptðLÞ1lU with a pre-Hilbert space
structure by the C1lU-valued Hermitian product
/s; tSL;m ¼
Z
Q
/s; tSLm; s; tAGNcptðLÞ1lU: ð8:6Þ
The following proposition now provides the adjoint of ZAk ðf Þ with respect to this
Hermitian product.
Proposition 8.4. Let B be in addition real and L endowed with the Hermitian structure
/; SL and a formal Hermitian connection rA obtained by a Hermitian connection rL
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and real A. Then one has for s; s˜AGNcptðLÞ1lU and fACNðTnQÞ1lU
/s; ZAk ðf Þs˜SL;m ¼ /ZAk ðN1
2k %fÞs; s˜SL;m: ð8:7Þ
Hence ZAW ¼ ZA1=2 is a n-representation of %BW:
Proof. By C1lU-linearity and a partition of unity we may assume that s has support
in some Oj of a good cover of Q: Then the proposition follows directly from the
deﬁnition of /; SL; the local expression (8.5) and Corollary 5.4. &
9. GNS representation for magnetic monopoles
In this section, we consider only the Weyl ordered case that means the product
%BW for a real magnetic ﬁeld B ¼ lB1 þ l2B2 þ Oðl3Þ satisfying the integrality
condition (IC). The complex Hermitian line bundle pL : L-Q is given as in the
previous section. Now we search for a positive linear functional such that
the induced GNS representation coincides with the n-representation ZAW: As we
shall see a slight modiﬁcation will be necessary to reconstruct ZAW out of such a
positive functional. The difﬁculty has its origin in the fact that in general the line
bundle L does not admit a global nowherevanishing section. Nevertheless, L
possesses transversal sections s0AGNðLÞ: This follows from the general transvers-
ality arguments as e.g. in [15, Chapter 3, Theorem 2.1]. Now the following technical
lemma should be well known and is essential for our constructions:
Lemma 9.1. Let pL : L-Q be a complex line bundle over Q and let r be a connection
for L and s0AGNðLÞ a transversal section. Let sAGNcptðLÞ be a section with compact
support. Then there exists a function vACNcptðQÞ and a vector field XAGNcptðTQÞ such
that
s ¼ vs0 þrX s0 ð9:1Þ
and supp v,supp XCsupp s: Hereby v and X are not unique.
Proof. To avoid trivialities assume that L is non-trivial and let Z ¼ s
10 ðf0gÞa| be
the set of zeros of s0: Choose a good cover fOjgjAI with corresponding local
trivializations ej of L: Let xAZ-Oj for some j and s0jOj ¼ ujej with ujðxÞ ¼ 0 but
dujðxÞa0 due to the transversality of s0: Choose a smooth vector ﬁeld X ðxÞ such that
dujðX ðxÞÞjxa0: This implies that rX ðxÞs0jx ¼ dujðX ðxÞÞejjxa0 since ujðxÞ ¼ 0: By
continuity there exists an open neighborhood Ux of x such that rX ðxÞs0 does not
vanish in Ux: Together with U0 ¼ Q\Z the fUxg; xAZ form an open cover of Q:
Hence, by compactness ﬁnitely many cover supp s; say U0 and Ux1 ;y; Uxk : Let
fw0; w1;y; wkg be a smooth partition of unity on U0,Ux1,?,Uxk subordinate to
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these open sets. Then there exist functions vlACNcptðQÞ for l ¼ 0;y; k such that
w0s ¼ v0s0; wls ¼ vlrX ðxl Þs0 and supp vlCsupp s-Ul : Then we have globally s ¼
v0s0 þrX s0 with X ¼ v1X ðx1Þ þ?þ vkX ðxkÞ: This proves the claim. &
Due to this lemma we can reconstruct any section of L with compact support out
of a ﬁxed transversal section s0 if we allow for covariant differentiation. Now the
idea is that with ZAW we have indeed the possibility of covariant differentiation but
this automatically raises the degree in l: Hence, we have to allow ﬁnitely many
negative powers of l to get covariant differentiation of s0 in the lowest order in l: In
other words, we have to replace formal power series by formal Laurent series
everywhere and thus obtain vector spaces over the ﬁeld of formal Laurent series
CððlÞÞ instead of modules over C1lU: This does not cause any problems as can be
seen directly from all constructions above or the general arguments given in
[5, Appendix A].
Thus, having ﬁxed a transversal section s0AGNðLÞ we deﬁne the CððlÞÞ-linear
functional os0 :C
N
Q ðTnQÞððlÞÞ-CððlÞÞ by
os0ðf Þ :¼
Z
Q
/s0; ZAWðf Þs0SLm; ð9:2Þ
which is clearly well deﬁned for fACNQ ðTnQÞððlÞÞ: The positivity of os0 is established
easily.
Lemma 9.2. The CððlÞÞ-linear functional os0 is positive and the Gel’fand ideal Js0 is
given by all f fulfilling ZAWðf Þs0 ¼ 0: Furthermore, one has for f ; gACNQ ðTnQÞððlÞÞ
os0ð %f BWgÞ ¼
Z
Q
/ZAWðf Þs0; ZAWðgÞs0SLm: ð9:3Þ
Proof. Clearly, it sufﬁces to prove (9.3). Due to the obvious CððlÞÞ-linearity we may
consider f ; gACNQ ðTnQÞ without l-powers. In order to apply Proposition 8.4, where
we need sections with compact support, we choose a smooth function f :Q-½0; 1
with compact support such that f is identical to 1 on suppðinf Þ,suppðingÞ: Due to
the representation property and (8.7)
os0ð %f BWgÞ ¼
Z
Q
/s0; ZAWð %f BWgÞs0SLm ¼
Z
Q
/fs0; ZAWð %f BWgÞfs0Sm
¼
Z
Q
/ZAWðf Þfs0; ZAWðgÞfs0SLm ¼
Z
Q
/ZAWðf Þs0; ZAWðgÞs0Sm
which proves (9.3), thus the lemma. &
The following theorem shows that ZAW can indeed be recovered as GNS
representation induced by os0 : Note that the transversality as well as the usage of
formal Laurent series is crucial.
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Theorem 9.3. Let s0AGNðLÞ be a transversal section and os0 as in (9.2). Then the
GNS representation space Hs0 ¼ CNQ ðTnQÞððlÞÞ=Js0 is canonically isometric to
GNcptðLÞððlÞÞ via
Hs0 Ucf/Z
A
Wðf Þs0AGNcptðLÞððlÞÞ; ð9:4Þ
where GNcptðLÞððlÞÞ is equipped with the Hermitian product (8.6). Moreover, the GNS
representation on Hs0 is unitarily equivalent to Z
A
W under the unitary map (9.4) and
extends to a representation of CNðTnQÞððlÞÞ:
Proof. First notice that cf/R
L
Wðf Þs0 is well-deﬁned and isometric since due to
Lemma 9.2
/cf ;cgS ¼ os0ð %f BWgÞ ¼
Z
Q
/ZAWðf Þs0; ZAWðgÞs0SLm
and thus (9.4) is injective. To prove surjectivity we apply Lemma 9.1: let ﬁrst
sAGNcptðLÞððlÞÞ be a section without l powers and extend the arguments by CððlÞÞ-
linearity afterwards. Then due to the lemma there exists a function v0ACNcptðQÞ and a
vector ﬁeld X0AGNcptðTQÞ such that s ¼ v0s0 þrX0s0: Due to the explicit formula
(8.4) for the standard order representation ZA0 we ﬁnd that Z
A
0 ðpnv0 þ ilJðX0ÞÞs0
coincides with s up to higher orders in l: By iterating this procedure we ﬁnd a
function vACNcptðQÞ1lU and a vector ﬁeld XAGNcptðTQÞ1lU such that ZA0 ðpnv þ
i
lJðXÞÞs0 ¼ s: This proves the surjectivity since ZA0 can be replaced by ZAW
incorporating the bijection N1=2ðamÞ: The other statements of the theorem follow
immediately. &
Remark 9.4. In the context of formal GNS constructions the usage of the ﬁeld of
formal Laurent series was extensively discussed in [8]. Furthermore, it may be
desirable to use even an algebraically closed extension ﬁeld for these constructions.
Hereby, the ﬁeld of formal completed Newton–Puiseux series C0lT is the natural
candidate. We mention that anything can also be done in this framework due to the
‘extension theorems’ in [5, Appendix A].
10. Symbol calculus and star products
In the previous sections, we have constructed representations RAk of the deformed
product %Bk on formal sections of line bundles L over Q: We will show in the
following that the formal representation RAk can be interpreted as the asymptotic
expansion of a certain pseudodifferential operator calculus on Q with values in L: In
other words, every RAk comes from a particular global symbol calculus on Q: So
ﬁnally we obtain an analytical interpretation for the formal representations RAk :
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But before we go into the details of the construction we have to set up some
notation and will recall some results from the theory of pseudodifferential operators
on manifolds. For more information on this we refer the reader to Ho¨rmander [14].
Under SmðQÞ; mAR we understand the symbols on TnQ of Ho¨rmander type, i.e.
SmðQÞ consists of all smooth functions aACNðTnQÞ such that uniformly on compact
subsets KCU of any coordinate patch UCQ
j@aq@bpaðzÞjpCK ;a;b/zSm
jbj; zATnK; a; bANn: ð10:1Þ
Hereby /zS ¼ ð1þ jjpðzÞjj2Þ1=2 and CK;a;b40 and we use the usual multi-index
notation for a; b: Note that this deﬁnition is independent of the used chart and
provides a global characterization of symbols. As usual we set SNðQÞ ¼S
mAR S
mðQÞ and S
NðQÞ ¼ TmAR SmðQÞ: In case E-Q is a smooth vector bundle
one deﬁnes SmðQ;EÞ as the space of all section aAGNðpnðEÞÞ such that for every
section eAGNðEnÞ of the dual bundle of E the relation /e; aSASmðQÞ holds. The
spaces PðQ;EÞ and PkðQ;EÞ of ﬁberwise homogeneous resp. ﬁberwise homo-
geneous smooth sections of degree k of pnðEÞ are then natural subspaces of
SNðQ;EÞ resp. of SkðQ;EÞ:
For two smooth vector bundles E-Q and F-Q the space CmðQ;E; FÞ of
pseudodifferential operators from E to F of order m consists of all continuous
mappings A : GNcptðQ; EÞ-GNcptðQ; FÞ0 such that the Schwartz kernel KAAGNcptðQ 
Q; F2EnÞ0 is a conormal distribution of order m with respect to the diagonal of
Q  Q (cf. [16, Deﬁnition 18.2.6.]). A global symbol calculus now provides an
(almost) bijective correspondence between symbols and pseudodifferential operators
over Q: The symbol calculus we introduce in the following generalizes the well-
known ones of Widom [27] and Safarov [22], so we can be brief with proofs (cf. also
[20,23]).
By a cut-off function for the connection r on Q we mean a smooth function
w : TQ-½0; 1 having support in an open neighborhood OCTQ of the zero section
such that ðp; expÞjO is a diffeomorphism onto an open neighborhood O˜ of the
diagonal of Q  Q: Additionally let us suppose that supp w-TxQ is compact for
every xAQ: After shrinking O we can assume that for every kA½0; 1 the map
wk : TQ-½0; 1 with
wkðvxÞ ¼
wð
kTkvx expx vxÞwðð1
 kÞTkvx expx vxÞ for vxATxQ-O
0 else
(
ð10:2Þ
is smooth and itself a cut-off function. The volume densities mx and m are now related
by a smooth function r : Q  Q+O˜-Rþ satisfying
ðexp
1x ÞnðmxÞ ¼ rðx; Þm: ð10:3Þ
Next assume to be given vector bundles E and F over Q; a Hermitian metric
/; SF on F and covariant derivatives rE and rF ; where the latter one is supposed
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to preserve the Hermitian metric. Then, if x; yAQ are sufﬁciently close to each other,
or in other words if ðx; yÞAO˜; we will denote by tEðy;xÞ : Ey ¼ p
1ðyÞ-Ex the parallel
translation in E along the unique geodesic with respect to r connecting y with x in
expyðTyQ-OÞ: Moreover, gkðx; yÞ ¼ expxðk exp
1x ðyÞÞ will denote the k-midpoint of
this geodesic. Now deﬁne for every section eAGNðEÞ the lift ewAGNðpnTQðEÞÞ by
ewðvxÞ ¼
wðvxÞtEðx;expx vxÞðeðexpx vxÞÞ for all vxATxQ-O;
0 else;
(
ð10:4Þ
where x runs through Q: So ﬁnally we have all the ingredients to formulate, how
pseudodifferential operators are associated to symbols.
Theorem 10.1. Let kA½0; 1 be an ordering parameter and _ARþ a deformation
parameter. Define for every symbol aASmðQ;HomðE; FÞÞ and all section fAGNðFÞ
and eAGNðEÞ the kernel function WkðaÞðf ; eÞACNðQÞ by
ðWkðaÞðf ; eÞÞðxÞ
¼ 1ð2p_Þn
Z
Tnx Q
Z
TxQ
e

i
_/zx;vxS/f wð
kvxÞ; aðzxÞðewðð1
 kÞvxÞÞSFmxðvxÞmnxðzxÞ;
where w is a cut-off function as introduced above. Then there exists a unique properly
supported pseudodifferential operator Op_;kðaÞACNðQ;E; FÞ of order m fulfilling the
relation
/f ;Op_;kðaÞeS ¼
Z
Q
/f ðxÞ; ðOp_;kðaÞ eÞðxÞSFmðxÞ ¼
Z
Q
ðWkðaÞðf ; eÞÞðxÞmðxÞ ð10:5Þ
for all f and e with compact support. One calls Op_;kðaÞ the k-ordered quantization of a.
If now w0 is another cut-off function the difference Op½w_;kðaÞ 
Op½w
0
_;kðaÞ is a
smoothing operator, hence lies in C
NðQ;E; FÞ: In case a is polynomial in the
momenta, i.e. if aAPðQ;HomðE; FÞÞ; Op_;kðaÞ is even a differential operator between
E and F and independent of the choice of w:
Remark 10.2. In a few cases we need to specify the dependence of the operator
calculus on the choice of connections r on the considered vector bundles or the cut-
off function w: When necessary, we will denote this dependence by Op½r;w_;k :
Proof. For the case, where E and F are trivial line bundles over Q; the claim has
been shown in Pﬂaum [21, Theorem 2.1]. By local triviality of E and F the general
statement then follows easily.
It turns out that the quantization map Op_;k : S
NðQ;HomðE; FÞÞ-CNðQ;E; FÞ
possesses a ﬁltration preserving pseudo inverse sk :CNðQ;E; FÞ- SNðQ;HomðE; FÞÞ
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called a symbol map. More precisely this means that the induced maps Op_;k :
SN=S
NðQ;HomðE; FÞÞ-CN=C
NðQ;E; FÞ and %sk : CN=C
NðQ;E; FÞ-
SN=S
NðQ;HomðE; FÞÞ are inverse to each other. Let us give an explicit
representation for the symbol map sk: So consider a pseudodifferential operator
AACmðQ;E; FÞ and denote by KAk the pnTQðHomðE; FÞÞ-valued distribution
deﬁned by
KAk ðvxÞ ¼ wðvxÞtFðx;expxð
kvxÞÞðKAr
1Þðexpxð
kvxÞ; expxðð1
 kÞvxÞÞ
 tEðexpxðð1
kÞvxÞ;xÞ ð10:6Þ
for all vxATxQ-O and set to zero outside O: Then the symbol skðAÞ is given by the
oscillatory integral
skðAÞðzxÞ ¼
Z
TxQ
e
i
_/zx;vxSKAk ðvxÞmxðvxÞ: ð10:7Þ
In the following, we will provide some useful integral representations for the
operator Op_;kðaÞ: The proof is done by performing straightforward but somewhat
lengthy transformations of the involved integrals and applying Gau Lemma, i.e.
Tvx expx vx ¼ tðexpxðvxÞ;xÞvx; several times.
Proposition 10.3. For every symbol aASmðQ;HomðE; FÞÞ and every section
eAGNcptðEÞ; Op_;kðaÞe can be written in the form
ðOp_;kðaÞeÞðxÞ
¼ 1ð2p_Þn
Z
Tnx Q
Z
TxQ
e

i
_/zx;vxStFðx;expxðkvxÞÞaððTexpxðkvxÞexp
1x Þ
nzxÞtEðexpxðkvxÞ;expxvxÞ
 eðexpxðvxÞÞrðexpxðkvxÞ; xÞwkðvxÞmxðvxÞmnxðzxÞ: ð10:8Þ
Moreover, the Schwartz kernel KA of A ¼ Op_;kðaÞ is given by
KAðx; yÞ ¼ 1ð2p_Þn
Z
Tnx Q
e

i
_/zx;exp

1
x ðyÞStFðx;gkðx;yÞÞaððTgkðx;yÞexp
1x Þ
nzxÞtEðgkðx;yÞ;yÞ
 rðgkðx; yÞ; xÞrðx; yÞ ewkðx; yÞmnxðzxÞ; ð10:9Þ
where ewk is the function equal to wk3ðpTQ; expÞ over O˜ and which is extended by zero on
the complement of O˜ in Q  Q:
Next we will calculate more explicitly the differential operator Op_;kðpÞ;
respectively, its kernel function WkðpÞðf ; eÞ for a vector valued symbol
pAPkðQ;HomðE; FÞÞ polynomial in the momenta of degree k: In local coordinates
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one can write p in the form
p ¼ 1
k!
X
j1;y;jk
pj1?pjk T
j1?jk3p;
where Tj1?jkAGNðHomðE; FÞÞ: Now denote by vj the local coordinates on TxQ
induced by q; and by Vx :R
n-TxQ the function ðv1;y; vnÞ/v1@q1 jx þ?þ vn@qn jx;
where xAQ lies in the domain of q: Then we compute by integration by parts
ðWkðpÞðf ; eÞÞðxÞ
¼ ð
i_Þ
k
k!
X
j1;y;jk
@vj1?@vjk

v¼0
/f wð
kVxðvÞÞ; Tj1?jkðxÞðewðð1
 kÞVxðvÞÞÞSFx
¼ ð
i_Þ
k
k!
X
j1;y;jk
Xk
l¼0
k
l
 !
ð
kÞlð1
 kÞk
l
/@vj1?@vjl jv¼0tFðx;expx VxÞðf ðexpx VxÞÞ; Tj1?jkðxÞ
 ð@vjlþ1?@vjk jv¼0tEðx;expxVxÞðeðexpxVxÞÞÞS
F
x :
Using the symmetrized covariant derivate D one checks that
@vj1?@vjl jv¼0tFðx;expxVxÞðsðexpx VxÞÞ ¼ 1l!/@qj1#?#@qjl ;D
l sSðxÞ: ð10:10Þ
Inserting this relation one ﬁnally obtains
ðWkðpÞðf ; eÞÞ ¼ ð
i_Þ
k
k!
X
j1;y;jk
Xk
l¼0
k
l
 !
ð
kÞlð1
 kÞk
l1
l!
1
ðk 
 lÞ!
//@qj1#?#@qjl ;Dl fS; Tj1?jl ð/@qjlþ1#?#@qjk ;Dk
leSÞSF :
ð10:11Þ
Now, let us abbreviate for every TAGNðWk TQ#HomðE; FÞÞ and every lpk by
Tl : GNðEÞ-GNð
Wl
TQ#FÞ the differential operator which locally is given by
TlðeÞ ¼ 1ðk
lÞ!
X
jlþ1;y;jk
/dqjlþ1#?#dqjk ; Tð/@qjlþ1#?#@qjk ;Dk
leSÞS:
Then we have the following result.
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Theorem 10.4. Let pAPkðQ;HomðE; FÞÞ and eAGNcptðEÞ: Then
Op_;kðpÞe ¼
Xk
l¼0
ð
i_Þk
l!ðk 
 lÞ!k
lð1
 kÞlðdivFm ÞlðTlðeÞÞ; ð10:12Þ
where TAGNðWk TQ#HomðE; FÞÞ is the unique tensor field fulfilling p ¼ JðTÞ:
Proof. The claim follows from Eq. (10.11) by Lemma 1.1 and the deﬁnition of the
operator J: &
Corollary 10.5. For every pAPðQ;HomðE; FÞÞ one has
Op_;kðpÞ
¼ Op0ðJ exp ð
ik_ divHomðE;FÞm ÞJ
1ðpÞÞ ¼ Op0ðexp ð
ik_DHomðE;FÞm ÞpÞ: ð10:13Þ
Now let us come back to our original goal, namely to give an operator theoretical
interpretation of the representations RAk on the formal sections of a line bundle L
over Q: So let E ¼ F ¼ L be a Hermitian line bundle with metric connection rL
associated to a closed formal real two form B ¼ lB1 satisfying (IC). Comparing
formula (10.13) with Eq. (8.4) we obtain the following second corollary.
Corollary 10.6. For every integral real formal two-form B ¼ lB1 and every
corresponding line bundle L with Chern class ½ 1
2pB1 one has the relation
Op_;kðpÞ ¼ ZLk ðpÞjl¼_; pAPðQ;HomðL; LÞÞ ¼ PðQÞ; ð10:14Þ
where we have substituted the formal variable l in ZLk ðpÞ by the real value _ARþ:
Remark 10.7. By formula (8.4), ZLk ðpÞ is a polynomial in l; hence inserting _ for l is
well deﬁned indeed.
By the last corollary one can interpret the pseudodifferential calculus Op_;k as an
operator realization for the formal representation ZLk : Let us now brieﬂy recall that
for two symbols aASmðQ;HomðL; LÞÞ and bASm˜ðQ;HomðL; LÞÞ the pseudodiffer-
ential operator Op_;kðaÞOp_;kðbÞ lies in Cmþm˜ðQ;L; LÞ: Additionally, over every
coordinate patch U of Q trivializing L one even has an asymptotic expansion of the
symbol s0ðOp0ðaÞOp0ðbÞÞ of the form
s0ðOp0ðaÞOp0ðbÞÞjTnUB
XN
k¼0
_k
X
jaj;jbjþjgjpk
jajþjbj
jdj¼k
pnðrdk;abgÞpd@apa@bp@gqb; ð10:15Þ
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where rdk;abgAC
NðUÞ and a; b; g; dANn denote multi-indices. (cf. [20, Theorem 6.4],
[27, Section 5]). By the corollary and relation (10.15) we can now conclude that for
all symbols aASmðQÞ and bASm˜ðQÞ there is an asymptotic expansion of the operator
product Op_;kðaÞOp_;kðbÞ of the form
Op_;kðaÞOp_;kðbÞBOp_;kðabÞ þ
XN
k¼1
_kOp_;kðCkða; bÞÞ; ð10:16Þ
where the Ck denote the kth bidifferential operator of the star product %
B
k :
Moreover, Eq. (10.14) shows that ZLk is induced by Op_;k:
In the following, we want to generalize this result to the case of the star product
%Bk when B ¼ lB1 þ l2B2 þ Oðl3Þ is a real formal two-form fulﬁlling (IC). Now,
choose a formal vector potential A ¼ l2A2 þ Oðl3Þ like in Section 8 such that dA ¼
B 
 lB1: Next we choose a smooth map Rþ-O1ðQÞ; _/A_ having Taylor
expansion A around _ ¼ 0: Then let B_ ¼ _B1 þ dA_; and rL_ ¼ rL þ i_A_ and
check that the curvature of rL_ is just iB_: Finally we associate to every symbol
aASNðQÞ and all _ARþ; kA½0; 1 the pseudodifferential operator OpA_;kðaÞ ¼
Op
½rL_ ;w
_;k ðaÞ: Then we arrive at the following main result.
Theorem 10.8. For all real formal series B ¼ lB1 þ l2B2 þ Oðl3Þ and A ¼ l2A2 þ
Oðl3Þ of two-resp. one-forms such that B is integral and B ¼ lB1 þ dA the operator map
OpA_;k comprises an operator representation of %
B
k on the Hermitian line bundle L with
Chern class
1
2p
½B1 and metric connection rL: Moreover, the formal representation ZAk of
%Bk is induced by the operator calculus Op
A
_;k: In case A ¼ 0 one has OpA_;k ¼ Op_;k:
Proof. The relationOpA_;k ¼ Op_;k is obvious in case A ¼ 0; hence the claim follows for
A ¼ 0: Now, ﬁx _ and let #_ARþ be arbitrary. Then again by the above considerations
the formal representation *Zk of%
l
_B_
k deﬁned by the Hermitian connection rL_ and the
formal one-form A˜ ¼ 0 is induced by the operator calculus Op½rL_ #_;k ; or formally
Op
½rL_ 
#_;k
ðaÞ ¼
XN
l¼0
#_l *Zk;lðaÞmod #_N;
where *Zk;l depends on _: From Eq. (5.6) it follows that one has
PN
l¼0 _
l *Zk;lðaÞ ¼PN
l¼0 _
lZAk;lðaÞ for _ ¼ #_: Consequently,
OpA_;kðaÞ ¼
XN
l¼0
_lZAk;lðaÞmod _N
which entails the claim. &
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11. GNS construction for pseudodifferential operators
In this section, we show how the symbol and pseudodifferential operator calculus
for the Weyl ordered type, i.e. for k ¼ 1
2
can be understood as a particular GNS
construction analogously to the formal case as considered in Theorem 9.3.
To achieve this we will ﬁrst introduce an integral representation of the formal
operator Nk: Hereby we can assume without restriction that the cut-off function w is
the square of another cut-off function
ﬃﬃﬃ
w
p
; and likewise for wk: Moreover, we denote
by SmcptðQ;HomðE; FÞÞ those symbols a in SmðQ;HomðE; FÞÞ such that pðsupp aÞCQ
is compact. Then the following proposition determines the relation between the
different orderings in the various operator calculi.
Proposition 11.1.
(i) The operator Nopk : S
NðQ;HomðE; FÞÞ-SNðQ;HomðE; FÞÞ defined by
ðNopk aÞðz0xÞ ¼ 1ð2p_Þn
Z
Tnx Q
Z
TxQ
e

i
_/zx;vxS
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
wk
p ðvxÞrðexpxðkvxÞ; xÞ
 tFðx;expxðkvxÞÞaððTexpxðkvxÞexp
1x Þ
nðz0x þ zxÞÞ
 tEðexpxðkvxÞ;xÞmxðvxÞmnxðzxÞ ð11:1Þ
for aASNðQ;HomðE; FÞÞ maps SmcptðQ;HomðE; FÞÞ to SmcptðQ;HomðE; FÞÞ and
fulfills the equation
Op½wk ðaÞ ¼ Op½
ﬃﬃﬃ
wk
p 
0 ðNopk aÞ: ð11:2Þ
(ii) There exists a cut-off function ck : TQ-½0; 1 such that
Op
½ck
0 ðaÞ ¼ Op
½ ﬃﬃﬃwkp 
0 ðNopk Nopk aÞ ¼ Op½wk ðNopk aÞ ð11:3Þ
for every aASmðQ;HomðE; FÞÞ: Hereby Nopk is defined as Nopk by Eq. (11.1) only
with complex conjugated phase factor e
i
_/zx;vxS: In particular Nopk and N
op
k are
quasi-inverse to each other, i.e. Nopk N
op
k 
 id and Nopk Nopk 
 id are smoothing.
(iii) For every pAPðQ;HomðE; FÞÞ and all kA½0; 1 one has
Nopk p ¼ exp ð
ik_DHomðE;FÞm Þp and Nopk p ¼ expðik_DHomðE;FÞm Þp: ð11:4Þ
In general Nopk and N
op
k possess Taylor expansions which are given explicitly by
Nopk a ¼ expð
ik_DHomðE;FÞm Þa mod _N and
N
op
k a ¼ expðik_DHomðE;FÞm Þa mod _N: ð11:5Þ
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Proof. For the proof of Eq. (11.2) ﬁrst check the claim on S
NðQ;HomðE; FÞÞ by
straightforward computation and extend it to SNðQ;HomðE; FÞÞ by a continuity
argument. Likewise one shows part (ii). The fact that SmcptðQ;HomðE; FÞÞ is mapped
into itself under Nopk follows from the fact that pðsupp aÞ and suppðwkjTxQÞ are
compact and the integral representation (11.1). Corollary 10.5 and part (i) entail part
(iii) by ﬁrst checking the claim on polynomial symbols pAPðQ;HomðE; FÞÞ: &
From now on we specialize to the case of Weyl ordered calculus and E ¼ F ¼ L;
where L is a Hermitian line bundle with Hermitian connection. The following two
lemmas are crucial for the GNS construction we have in mind.
Lemma 11.2. Let s0AGNðLÞ be a section such that sjUa0 for some open set UCQ:
Then for every sAGNcptðLÞ with supp sCU there is a symbol aAS
Ncpt ðQÞ such that
Op0ðaÞs0 ¼ s:
Proof. Let uACNcptðQÞ be the unique function with supp uCU such that us0 ¼ s and
let s : TU-C be the unique smooth function satisfying sw0ðvxÞ ¼ sðvxÞs0ðxÞ: Then
sjTxU has compact support due to the choice of the cut-off function w and fulﬁlls
sð0xÞ ¼ 1 for all xAU : Hence
SðxÞ :¼ 1
ð2p_Þn=2
Z
TxQ
jsðvxÞj2mxðvxÞ40
is a strictly positive smooth function on U ; so b˜ðvxÞ :¼ 1SðxÞsðvxÞ is a well-deﬁned
smooth function on TU such that b˜jTxQ has compact support for every xAU : Its
ﬁberwise Fourier transform
bðzxÞ :¼
1
ð2p_Þn=2
Z
TxQ
e
i
_/zx;vxSb˜ðvxÞmxðvxÞ
is an element of S
NðUÞ: Finally, let a ¼ bðpnuÞAS
Ncpt ðQÞ and check by a
straightforward computation using the inverse ﬁberwise Fourier transform that this
a fulﬁlls the claim. &
Lemma 11.3. Let s0AGNðLÞ be a section such that s0ðx0Þ ¼ 0 and s0 is transversal at
x0 for some x0AQ: Then there exists an open neighborhood U of x0 such that for every
sAGNcptðLÞ with supp sCU there exists a symbol aAS
Ncpt ðQÞ satisfying Op0ðaÞs0 ¼ s:
Proof. First choose a contractible chart V around x0 with coordinates q
1;y; qn and
induced coordinates v1;y; vn resp. p1;y; pn for the tangent resp. cotangent vectors.
Moreover, let eAGNðLjV Þ be a local non-vanishing section and let sk : TV-C be the
unique smooth functions with ð @
@vk
s
w
0ÞðvxÞ ¼ skðvxÞeðxÞ for k ¼ 1;y; n: Then skjTxV
has compact support for every xAV : Due to the transversality of s0 at x0 we notice
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that not all of the skð0x0Þ vanish whence the function
SðxÞ :¼ 1
ð2p_Þn=2
Xn
k¼1
Z
TxQ
jskðvxÞj2mxðvxÞX0
is smooth and non-negative over V and satisﬁes Sðx0Þ40 due to the transversality of
s0 at x0: Hence, we can ﬁnd an open neighborhood UCV of x0 such that over U the
function S is strictly positive. Now, let sAGNcptðLjUÞ and uACNcptðUÞ be the unique
function with s ¼ ue: Furthermore, deﬁne b˜kðvxÞ ¼ 1SðxÞskðvxÞ for vxATxU and xAU :
Then b˜k is smooth and b˜kjTxU has compact support. Thus its ﬁberwise Fourier
transform bk is an element of S

NðUÞ: Next deﬁne the global symbol aAS
Ncpt ðQÞ by
aðzxÞ ¼
i
_
uðxÞ
Xn
k¼1
bkðzxÞpkðzxÞ:
Then another straightforward computation using the inverse ﬁberwise Fourier
transform and involving one partial integration shows that Op0ðaÞs0 ¼ s: &
Proposition 11.4. Let s0AGNðLÞ be a transversal section and sAGNcptðLÞ arbitrary.
Then there exists a symbol aAS
Ncpt ðQÞ such that Op0ðaÞs0 ¼ s:
Proof. The claim follows by the above two lemmas and a partition of unity
argument analogously to the proof of Lemma 9.1. &
Now let us come to the GNS construction for pseudodifferential operators. Let
ACEndðGNcptðLÞÞ be the algebra generated (not topologically but only algebraically)
by pseudodifferential operators of the form Op_;WðaÞ; where aAS
Ncpt ðQÞ: ThenA is
a n-algebra with the n-structure given by the (formal) operator adjoint on the pre-
Hilbert space GNcptðLÞ: The n-involution now fulﬁlls Op_;WðaÞn ¼ Op_;Wð %aÞ which
follows from the deﬁnition of Op_;W in Theorem 10.1. Note that in generalA has no
unit element. The aim is now to deﬁne a positive functional on this algebra such that
the GNS pre-Hilbert space (over C) is isometric to GNcptðLÞ and such that the induced
GNS representation coincides with the usual action of A on the section of L: So
choose a transversal section s0AGNðLÞ and set
os0ðAÞ ¼ /s0; As0SL;m; AAA: ð11:6Þ
Then os0 :A-C comprises a well-deﬁned functional due to the fact that every
operator Op_;WðaÞ maps s0 onto some section with compact support. Then the
following lemma is obvious.
Lemma 11.5. The so-called expectation value functional os0 is positive with Gel’fand
ideal given by Js0 ¼ fAAAjAs0 ¼ 0g:
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Remark 11.6. In case A were the algebra of bounded operators on a Hilbert space
and s0 a non-zero vector, the analog of the above functional would reproduce the
Hilbert space as GNS representation space and the usual action of operators as GNS
representation. In our case, the result is not quite as easy to achieve. The main
problem lies in the proof of the surjectivity of the isomorphism in the following
theorem.
Theorem 11.7. Let s0AGNðLÞ be a transversal section and os0 :A-C its expectation
value functional. Then the quotient pre-Hilbert space Hs0 ¼A=Js0 is isometric to
GNcptðLÞ by the unitary map
Hs0 UcA/As0AG
N
cptðLÞ; AAA: ð11:7Þ
The GNS representation of A on A=Js0 is unitarily equivalent to the action of A on
GNcptðLÞ under the unitary map (11.7).
Proof. First note that (11.7) is well deﬁned indeed and isometric, hence injective. The
surjectivity of (11.7) is less trivial but follows from Proposition 11.4 and relation
(11.3) for k ¼ 1
2
: Then the unitary equivalence of the GNS representation with the
usual action of A on GNcptðLÞ follows immediately. &
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Appendix A. Positive functionals and formal GNS construction
For the reader’s convenience let us recall some basic facts on positive functionals
and GNS constructions in deformation quantization. For a detailed exposition and
proofs we refer the reader to [8] and [5, Appendix A].
The main observation which leads to the notion of a formal GNS representation
is the fact that R1lU is an ordered ring by the following simple deﬁnition: a non-
zero element a ¼PNr¼0 lrarAR1lU is called positive if ar040; where r0 :¼
minfrANjara0g: As easily veriﬁed the sum and product of two positive elements
is again positive and each element is either negative, null, or positive. Moreover,
after extending complex conjugation coefﬁcientwise to the ring C1lU ¼
R1lU"iR1lU the following relations and inequalities hold: for zAC1lU one has
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%zzX0; and %zz ¼ 0 is true if and only if z ¼ 0: Note that we regard l as real, i.e. we
set %l ¼ l:
Now let M be a symplectic or Poisson manifold with star product * such that
the pointwise complex conjugation f/ %f is an anti-automorphism of * ; i.e. we
have f *g ¼ %g* %f for all f ; gACNðMÞ1lU: Then a C1lU-linear functional
o :CNðMÞ1lU-C1lU is called positive if and only if oð %f*f ÞX0: Note that
one considers C1lU-linear and C1lU-valued functionals instead of C-linear and
C-valued ones. The crucial point is that the notion of positivity extends naturally to
this framework. One immediately veriﬁes now the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality for
positive functionals
oð %f*gÞ ¼ oð %g* f Þ;
oð %f*gÞoð %f*gÞpoð %f* f Þoð %g*gÞ; ðA:1Þ
where f ; gACNðMÞ1lU: This implies by pure algebraic reasoning as in the well-
known case of Cn-algebras that
Jo :¼ ffACNðMÞ1lU joð %f* f Þ ¼ 0g ðA:2Þ
is a left ideal, the so-called Gel’fand ideal of o in CNðMÞ1lU:
Given a positive C1lU-linear functional o with Gel’fand ideal Jo one considers
the quotient Ho :¼ CNðMÞ1lU=Jo which carries both a CNðMÞ1lU-left module
structure and a Hermitian product: one deﬁnes the Hermitian product by
/cf ;cgS :¼ oð %f*gÞAC1lU; ðA:3Þ
where cf ;cgAHo denote the equivalence classes of f ; g: Indeed /; S is C1lU-linear
in the second argument and satisﬁes /cf ;cgS ¼ /cg;cfS as well as the positivity
requirement /cf ;cfSX0 for all cfAHo and the non-degeneracy /cf ;cfS ¼ 0 if
and only if cf ¼ 0: Thus Ho becomes with this C1lU-valued Hermitian product
a pre-Hilbert space over the ring C1lU: Moreover, the CNðMÞ1lU-left module
structure induces the GNS representation po of CNðMÞ1lU on Ho given by
poðf Þcg :¼ cf *g; ðA:4Þ
which turns out to be a representation of the star product algebra. This
representation is even a n-representation, i.e. we have
/cg; poðf ÞchS ¼ /poð %fÞcg;chS ðA:5Þ
for all cg;chAHo and fAC
NðMÞ1lU: In this sense we also write pðf Þn ¼ pð %fÞ:
Finally, we would like to mention that the domain of o need not be the whole
algebra CNðMÞ1lU but rather a two-sided ideal B stable under complex
conjugation %B ¼ B: Then Jo turns out to be even a left ideal in CNðMÞ1lU due
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to the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality. Thus, the GNS representation po of B on Ho ¼
B=Jo extends naturally to a
n-representation of the whole algebra CNðMÞ1lU; a
situation which is present throughout this paper. Here the two-sided ideal is given,
e.g. by CNQ ðTnQÞ1lU:
For further generalizations to arbitrary ordered rings as well as more results in the
context of deformation quantization including the ﬁeld of formal Laurent series
CððlÞÞ and its ﬁeld extension C//lSS we refer to [8]. For a detailed treatment of
the implementation of symmetries as unitary operators in GNS representations, the
‘pull back’ of positive functionals and the corresponding GNS representations we
refer to [5].
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